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THEY ALL CALL HIM KING
It is easy to identify globalism on the political level. It is easy to
identify globalism on an economic level. But what has been
used to further the globalist agenda in a much more successful
way, has been globalism on the religious level. The religious
arm of globalism has advanced the globalist agenda more
than the political and economic arms of globalism combined and there are very few people that have identified it.
They All Call Him King is a follow up to a book first written in
1989 entitled The Religion of the New World Order. In The
Religion of the New World Order, proof is given from the
Scriptures that ALL Bible prophecy has been fulfilled. The
modern day preaching that we are in the “end times” now is a
tool of the elitist, one world globalists who have propagated
this false doctrine for the purpose of making the masses
complacent - and compliant - to their globalist control ideals.
The “churches” - through the carrot of the tax-deductible gift
and tax-exempt status are preaching this message of
globalism and have been the driving force for globalism in the
world today.
Ultimately, the only thing that can stand in the way of the
globalist freight train is the gospel of the Kingdom of Christ.
With the understanding that ALL Bible prophecy has been
fulfilled, then it follows that Jesus Christ has already been
revealed as King of kings and Lord of lords.
There was a time on this continent when men stood against
evil by proclaiming, No King But Jesus. Where did they get the
authority to say this? They understood that Jesus WAS NOT a
coming King - but He was already King. When the people that
claim to be followers of King Jesus awaken to the fact that the
gospel of the Kingdom of Christ has been CHANGED - and then
repent, and turn to the Kingdom of Christ - our land will be
healed and God will once again turn His face to us.

THEY ALL CALL HIM KING
Introduction

This morning is just another day for myself, my wife
and my five children. But for the rest of the world,
they are "celebrating" what they call "Christmas."
For this book, I am not going to go into what I
believe is very clear concerning this so-called "holiday." Suffice it to say this much, according to the
Scriptures, it is a complete impossibility for Christ
to have had His birth as a man, on, or for that matter, even near this time of the year. When I am
asked the question, "Why don't you celebrate
"christmas?" My reply is usually that I am not
Catholic. Most people have not ever made the connection — Christ-Mass. But, the history is there. 1
This book has come about because it is a necessary
sequel to the book, The Religion of the New World
Order. 2 It is essential to the understanding of this
book that The Religion of the New World Order be
read first. In The Religion of the New World Order, I
have shown that the Second Coming of Christ, the
book of Revelation, and ALL Bible prophecy was fulfilled on or before 70 A.D. There is NO Bible prophecy left to be fulfilled. All that we are supposedly
seeing today, and that which is so readily referred
to as Bible prophecy, is a result of a grand scheme
laid out and propagated on an unsuspecting world
by the likes of huge money men Andrew Carnegie
and Cecil Rhodes. Their plan called for a one-world
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socialist, communist state ruled by the British
Empire. They plainly and clearly wrote of their plan
and did not even make an effort to hide it. Cecil
Rhodes started his Rhodes' Scholarship Program
with Oxford University in the early 1900's. He wrote
that his goal was the "ultimate recovery of the
United States as an integral part of the British
Empire." 3 Andrew Carnegie wrote to the same end.
These were men who were the wealthiest of the
wealthy during their day. We think of them as being
“old” but the fact is - they were just fathers and
grandfathers of many people living today.
In keeping with the tradition of the Illuminati,
Bilderbergers, Freemasonry, and other secret societies, Rhodes and Carnegie utilized several passions
of men in order to bring about the ruin currently
spreading throughout the world today. The most
devious of the plan was the release of the religious
assault on the world. This religious deception is
called, "The Kingdom of God on Earth." Cecil
Rhodes enlisted the British Israel World Federation
ideals and the "great and learned" C.I. Scofield as
part of a grand religious plot to bring about his oneworld federation under the British Empire.
Now some would call this the hatching of a conspiracy plot. Not so. A conspiracy is something that is
hidden. The brief little sketch that I just laid out for
you is not something that is hidden. These men
have made their plans openly and notoriously. But
as Karl Marx said, "Religion is the opium of the people." The entire quote was: “Religion is the sigh of
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the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless
world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the
opium of the people.” 4 The people in this country
are so into their “religion” that they have been
diverted from the truth and foundation that is
Christianity. What should be so clearly seen as false
and deceitful cannot be recognized even when
exposed and laid bare before the light of the glorious gospel of Christ. They sing songs with profound
truth, yet they don't recognize that what they are
singing is totally contrary to what they truly
believe. For instance, during this time of year a
song is sung that was written by Isaac Watts 5
many, many years ago. It goes like this:
Joy

to the world! the Lord is come;
Let earth receive her King;
Let every heart prepare Him room,
And heaven and nature sing,
And heaven and nature sing,
And heaven and nature sing.
Joy to the earth! the Saviour reigns;
Let men their songs employ;
While fields and floods, rocks, hills, and
plains Repeat the sounding joy,
Repeat the sounding joy,
Repeat, repeat the sounding joy.
He rules the world with truth and grace,
And makes the nations prove
The glories of His righteousness,
And wonders of His love, And wonders
of His love, And wonders of His love.
What is this song saying? Christ is King. CHRIST is
King. CHRIST IS King. CHRIST IS KING. CHRIST IS
KING! CHRIST IS KING!!! Are you getting it?
3
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CHRIST IS KING!!!!
Everyone is saying to me now, "Yes, we agree.
Christ is King." But do we really? Do we really
believe that Christ is King? Or do we believe that He
is a King to come? Don't we really mean that He is
returning someday to "Set up His Kingdom?" If that
is what you believe, then like or not — you are an
adherent to British Israelism. You have been duped
by the religion of the New World Order. You are an
ally of the One-Worlders. What you claim to be
against, you are actually standing for!
Thus is the plan complete. The enemy is not in the
“White House.” The enemy is in "God's House." The
“churches” of this country have been bought and
paid for with Rhodes' money. His ideals have been
spewing forth the one world message for decades
and the people have flocked to it with open arms
begging for more. They teach daily that Christ is
going to return to this earth and set up a physical
one world government and rule the world from
Jerusalem for 1,000 years. This is why the people
have accepted it. Who after all, would reject a one
world government that was run by Christ?
If people could just see what has been done to
them with this kind of heresy, surely their eyes
would be opened and they would wake up in time to
save what is to be taken away soon!
The title for this book, “They All Call Him King”,
came to me in a matter of seconds. I was on the
telephone with a renowned “preterist” 6 preacher
4
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one day and we were discussing “fulfilled Bible
prophecy.” We literal spoke for hours. All was fine
as long as the discussion was bashing futurism and
promoting fulfilled Bible prophecy. But when the
“preacher” asked me what else I had been working
on - I responded by telling him some of what I was
writing in this book. Within 5 minutes - the telephone call ended and I have never heard from the
“preterist preacher” again.
“They ALL CALL Him King” was the conclusion that I
came to. I have found that related to living in the
Kingdom of Jesus Christ right now - applying His
teachings in our lives right now - applying the principles for daily living as found in the Scriptures - is
NOT the practice in the “church” that believes in
futurism - OR - in the “church” that believes in
preterism. If your belief system towards Bible
prophecy does not change your way of living - then
it makes no difference what you believe about Bible
prophecy. We CALL Him King - but do we live like it?
I have made the comment many times, “What you
believe about Bible prophecy is not nearly as important as what you believe about the Kingdom of
Christ.” Do you believe that the Kingdom of Jesus
Christ is established in the hearts of people now? Or
do you believe that the Kingdom of Christ is a
future, earthly 1,000 year reign on this earth? If
you believe the latter, then IT DOES MAKE A
DIFFERENCE about what you know about Bible
prophecy because what you think you know has
been a clever lie made popular by C.I. Scofield 7 ,
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Cecil Rhodes and Andrew Carnegie. This is the root
cause of the evil in the world today. Read on for
proof.
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If the world could somehow be convinced to delay
the true Kingdom of Christ, then the one-worlders
could possibly bring about their plan without much,
if any, resistance. I want to propose to you that
they have done just that. They have almost completely established their plan, and they have done it
with virtually no resistance at all. And what resistance they have had, they have used it to their
advantage.
For instance, say the U.S. or any other NWO government decides to punish someone for their “resistance.” The individuals that claim to be persecuted
respond to the government aggression by saying,
"See, look, Bible prophecy is being fulfilled right
before our very eyes! The Bible tells us that in the
last days perilous times shall come and we'll be persecuted for His name's sake.”
THAT IS EXACTLY THE RESPONSE THAT THE ENEMY
WANTS!!! They have created an atmosphere that
dictates a response that this is the fulfillment of
Bible prophecy, therefore, not only is there nothing
that you can do about it, there is nothing that you
should do about it! Therefore resistance is futile.
Complacency is one of their biggest tools. You are
essentially telling people that resisting the New
World Order is resisting Bible prophecy and resisting Bible prophecy is resisting God himself! This is a
tool created by the enemy!
7
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When one comes to the realization that all of what
is going on in the world today is religious deception,
then one can truly begin to unravel all that is being
played out on an international playing field. Coming
to grips with the truth that Christ's Kingdom was
fully and completely instituted at 70 A.D. is the
truth that will turn things around. In fact, it is the
only truth that will turn things around - it is the gospel of the Kingdom of Christ. It is the power that
one receives from being placed into the true
Kingdom of the Only True King, Christ Jesus, The I
AM, Yashua 8 , the Messiah! The gospel of the
Kingdom is where the power is. It is the only thing
that has the power to make any type of real change
in the lives of men. CHRIST IS KING NOW!!! He is
not a King to come. A king to come has no power
and those who put their faith and trust in a king to
come have missed it. The "king to come" is the jewish messiah that is the center of all the religious
deception that is taking place in the world today.
The coming jewish messiah is the source of all the
world's woes. The coming jewish messiah is nothing
more than a one-world superstate in which all of
those who resist will be discarded like mere garbage.
This is what nearly all of the "churches" in this country and throughout the world are preparing for us.
What I can't figure out is why people want to rebel
so hard against the truth of the Kingdom of Christ now. But the fact is that they are rebelling against
the same truth that they rebelled against 2,000
years ago.
8
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It will be necessary in this book to "go after" the
likes of C.I. Scofield and all of those who promote
British Israelism. It is this devilish religion that has
been used to dupe people into believing that the
kingdom of Christ is some future event yet to be
unfolded in another piece of the history of man.
This unfolding of "divine will" contains the blueprint
for the enslavement of not only the people in
America, but the enslavement of all of mankind.
The “churches” of this country have been used by
the New World Order promoters and the deception
has been so complete that men readily beg and
cheer for the establishment of the New World Order.
Of course, the "wise religious leaders" have led people into believing that before the New World Order
is completely established, they and their followers
will be miraculously "raptured away" so that they
will not have to face any of what the rest of the
world will be enduring. Then after 7 years of horror,
they will return to "take over" the governments of
the world and rule and reign in a one-world government for 1,000 years. Talk about despotism — their
form of one-world government, according to
Scofield, Dixon, Falwell, Lindsey, Robertson, et.al.,
will be one in which "no matter what the inner
thought of man may be, HE MUST DO RIGHT OR
DIE!" 9
My friend, are you capable of this? Are you capable
of sinless perfection in this present body? If you
believe in the "king to come" teaching, then that is
what will be expected. Let me show you how blas-
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phemous this whole little scenario is. First of all,
the "fundamentalists" call the Mormons heretics
because the Mormons believe that they someday
will attain the status of little gods and will each
have certain parts of the universe under their control. But isn't this what the "kingdom to come" people teach also? How will they be able to "rule and
reign" on this earth for 1,000 years? Won't they
have to have reached some sort of god status?
Their earthly bodies will not live for 1,000 years.
What about those, that are left behind, the ones
that will be under the servitude of those that have
attained this god-like status? Well, according to
Scofield and the others, this will be the fulfillment
of the Kingdom of God on Earth. This is the day in
which "whatever the inner thought of man may be,
HE MUST DO RIGHT OR DIE."
Can you not see the blasphemy of this teaching?
What about the grace of our blessed Saviour? What
has happened to it? What happened to His righteousness being applied to the lives and souls of
the unjust? Well, it has been replaced. Well if it has
been replaced, then the truth is — it was never
really good enough. It would have been just like the
Old Covenant — a mere shadow of something more
perfect. This is utter and complete blasphemy. It is
a complete denial of the Christ of the New
Covenant. It tramples under foot the cross, its finished work, and plan of salvation for mankind.
Thank God for the truth of the gospel of grace that
our Saviour has provided for us who are in His kingdom NOW!
10
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My Kingdom is not of This world.
When Christ told Pilate that His kingdom was not of
this world in John 18, then it was at that point that
Pilate had no choice but to turn Christ over to be
crucified. When Christ told Pilate that His kingdom
was not an earthly, fleshly kingdom, then Christ, in
essence, sealed His fate as far as Pilate was concerned. Let me explain. In John 11 beginning in
verse 47, we find that the chief priests and the
Pharisees had gathered a council together to discuss the activities of Christ. They had a real problem here because Christ was performing many wonderful miracles that could not be adequately attributed to the devil, as they wanted to do.
The ordinary person of the day was believing that
Christ was doing His miracles because of God. But
the real issue was stated in verse 48. The dilemma
that faced the chief priests and Pharisees is the
exact same dilemma that an individual faces today
if he believes that Christ is King now. They said,
"If we let him thus alone, all men will
believe on him: and the Romans shall
come and take away both our place and
nation." 10
And then the Scripture goes on to say, from that
day forth, they took counsel together to put him to
death. 11
Why? What was He doing that was such a threat to
Rome? Why were the Jewish leaders so afraid of
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Him? If all that He was doing was performing miracles, then why did the Jewish leaders feel that the
Romans would declare war on them and destroy
them because of Christ's miracles? This was someone who supposedly did nothing but good things.
He healed the sick, gave sight to the blind, caused
the lame to walk, and even raised the dead. This
man walked on the water. He fed thousands of men,
women, and children from one small basket of food!
This man was certainly a "national treasure." So,
what happened? What happened from the time the
multitudes cried out,
"Hosanna, to the King; to, Crucify Him, crucify him?" 12
I am telling you that it all changed when He said
that His kingdom was not of this world! The people
would have thrown all of their confidence His way if
He would have told them that His Kingship was
going to be an earthly one. They saw His power.
They saw His miracles. They wanted Him to use that
awesome power to conquer the Romans. They
wanted Him to use His power as a weapon of warfare. But when He told them that was not to be,
they had no choice but to turn on Him. They had to
once again "pledge their allegiance" to Caesar in
hopes that he would not be too offended by this
man that called Himself King and allowed His followers to call Him King. So, in order to appease the
gods of Rome, they offered Him as a sacrifice in
hopes of being spared some sort of retaliation from
Rome.
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This concept is clear within the pages of the
Scriptures. If one would honestly read the
Scriptures and get away from "religion" the answer
would "jump off the pages." But like men infatuated
with eyes that cannot see, the average "christian
preacher” in America runs off to seminary or "bible
school" to let a government supported 13 "scholar"
teach him what the Bible really says. After I finally
got my eyes opened a little bit to the simple truths
of the Scripture, I came to the conclusion that if
someone had gone to "bible college" and had not
rejected 99.9% of everything that he had been
taught, it was because he did not know his Bible. 14
I believe that statement with my whole heart. The
truth of God's word and Christ's kingdom cannot be
found in the organized church. It is not in the "corporate church" of America. It is not in the "bible
schools" that are funded by government grants and
loans. To gain the truth of God's word and the
Kingdom of Christ, one must set aside all preconceived ideas concerning Scripture and embark upon
an unending search for truth and the riches found in
God's Holy Word.
I submit to you that the reason that Christ was
killed by the Jews was because of His statement
about His kingdom not being of this world. I also
will assert that when the chief priests and Pharisees
gathered the council together against Christ, it was
not because of Christ's miracles, necessarily, but
because His very presence was an open declaration
of war against Rome. By the Jews not taking some
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sort of action against Christ, His very life would
eventually be a declaration of war. To the Jews, who
were only physically minded (as are most religious
people today), this would end up in total devastation of their land.
John 19:12 - And from thenceforth Pilate
sought to release him: but the Jews cried
out, saying, If thou let this man go, thou art
not Caesar's friend: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar.
I tell you that those who want to live in Christ's
Kingdom today, are under the same sort of "physical threat" from government(s). If we believe on
Him, then the "government" will come and take
away, both our cars and our houses, and our wives,
and our children, and ourselves. But praise be to
our Great King who is also our Protector and
Provider. When we came to Him, we gave up of our
earthly possessions, and we took up our crosses
and followed Him. He will sustain us in our hours of
need. He alone is our Defense and Shield.
There is an alternative christ that we could follow,
though. The coming “christ.” We could follow him.
After all, he doesn't require a change of mind. He
doesn't ask for any type of commitment. After all,
he's a “coming king.” And as Scofield says, the ethical keyword of the AGE TO COME is "righteousness." "Righteousness" is not for today. He's not
king now. He's a king to come.
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TWO

CHRIST SAID HE WAS KING
In John 1 we find the story of Christ gathering some
of His disciples together for the first time. A very
interesting thing is seen when you examine the call
to Nathanael. The Scripture states in verse 45 that
Philip found Nathanael and told him that they had
found him, of whom Moses in the law, and the
prophets did write, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of
Joseph. In verse 49 when Nathanael laid eyes on
Christ, he said,
"Rabbi, thou art the Son of God; thou art the
King of Israel."
Now if one would think that such a statement was
not very important, just go back and examine what
Herod did when news of Christ's birth came to him.
The wise men of that day knew that the baby that
was born was the fulfillment of the Old Testament
prophecies concerning the birth of the King. So
Herod tried to kill Jesus then, thinking that He was
a threat to Herod's temporal throne. Herod went so
far as to have an entire age of baby boys wiped out
in order to kill One that he considered a threat to
his throne. Herod didn't get the job done. But what
I would like to deal with concerning this "King"
issue of Christ, is what it meant in light of Caesar,
and then what it means today.
In Luke 23 I would like to begin dealing with the
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issue that Christ said He was King. Corresponding
to this, I would like to show you how one "religious
leader" specifically tries to destroy this valuable
foundation of the Kingdom of Christ. In Luke 23
verse one the Scripture says:
“And the whole multitude of them arose, and
led him unto Pilate. And they began to
accuse him saying, We found this fellow
perverting the nation, and forbidding to
give tribute to Caesar, saying that he
himself is Christ a King. And Pilate asked
him, saying, Art thou the King of the Jews?
And he answered him and said, Thou sayest
it."
Now here is the beginning of Pilate's nightmare.
This is also where Frank Charles Thompson, D.D.,
P.h.D. begins his destruction of this piece of
Christian rock that all must be built on in order to
stand! Thompson says in his notes, (which is from
the Thompson Chain Reference Bible, which is produced in Indianapolis, Indiana by B.B. Kirkbride
Bible Company, an Indiana Corporation) that these
are false accusations. He says that these statements about Christ being King and forbidding to
give tribute to Caesar are slanderous accusations.
Where does he get the authority to say that these
are false accusations? The context of this passage
does not lead you to believe that they were false.
Christ did not inform Pilate that they were false.
Where does he get his authority to make the statement?
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Look closer at the passage. The word accuse as it is
found in Luke 23 verse 2 is very interesting when
you compare it to other uses in the New Testament.
For instance, in Luke 3 John the Baptist has begun
preaching a message of repentance to soldiers and
tax collectors. When the soldiers asked him what
was expected of them, John responded by telling
them not to accuse any falsely. The Greek word for
accuse is different in these two instances. The word
accuse in Luke 23 does not have the definition of,
nor does it in anyway lead you to believe that the
accusation, or the accuser is making a false accusation. But the Greek word for accuse in Luke 3
plainly tells you that the word means false accusation. My point is this: If the Luke 23 passage was a
false accusation then it would have used the same
Greek word that was used in Luke 3 when the context of the Scripture was clear that they were talking about false accusations. But it doesn't! 15
When I first saw this thing that Thompson had
done, I began looking in other places to see if he
had made a mistake or if he had intentionally done
this. I was looking for a pattern. A favorite text of
mine is found in Acts 17. This was when Paul and
Silas had gone to Thessalonica to preach about
Christ. Verse 5 tells us that some of the Jews there
got angry and they gathered a company and set the
city on an uproar. The Scripture says in verse 6:
“And when they found them not, they drew
Jason and certain brethren unto the rulers of
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the city, crying, These that have turned the
world upside down are come hither also;
Whom Jason hath received: and these ALL
DO CONTRARY TO THE DECREES OF CAESAR,
saying there is another KING, ONE JESUS."
This is an absolutely fantastic passage of Scripture
showing the Lordship of Christ and the practice of it
in the lives of the apostles. Even in the organized
church, I have heard this passage quoted. (Haven't
seen it lived much, but I've heard it talked about.)
But what does "Dr." Thompson, D.D., P.h.D., do with
this passage? He tells us that these were false accusations. Not only that, but he tells you to go back to
Luke 23 to see the other false accusations!
If you are presented with error and you do nothing
to refute it, is that not an admission of yours that
you agree with the error? It seems to me that if people were making false claims about Christ in His
presence, that He would not allow them to remain
in error. Would Christ do this? In John 19 there is
another excellent passage of Scripture that we
should look at as far as Christ saying that He was
King. Beginning in verse 12 the Scripture says that
Pilate wanted to let Christ go.
“But the Jews cried out saying, "If thou let
this man go, thou art not Caesar's friend:
whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh
against Caesar."
Where did all of this come from? If these were false
accusations, then why did they cause so much
18
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harm? If they were lies, then why were they so
effective. Anyone knows that a good lie must have
some truth to it. (I might also add that Thompson
adds this passage to his references to false accusations in his notes on Acts 17.)
In verse 14, Pilate said to the Jews,
"Behold your King! But they cried out, Away
with him, away with him, crucify him. Pilate
saith unto them, Shall I crucify your King?
The chief priests answered, We have no king
but Caesar."
If you will continue on with this passage of
Scripture you will read that Pilate wanted to
have a title placed over Christ's head as He was
hanging on the tree. Pilate wrote the following:
JESUS OF
JEWS. 16

NAZARETH

THE

KING

OF

THE

The interesting thing about this though, is that the
chief priests (the Judeo-Christian leaders of their
day) came to Pilate and told him to change his sign.
They wanted him to say (verse 21)
“He said, I am King of the Jews."
You make your own mind up. Did He say it or not?
Were these false accusations or not? Well if you
believe that they were false accusations then you
have a lot of explaining to do if you call yourself a
Christian or a
"christian-patriot." If you try to
stand against this wicked system, then you must
19
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apologize and make restitution. But if these are not
false accusations, then you need to realize that He
truly is King NOW and you have ALL OF THE
AUTHORITY AVAILABLE FROM THE KING OF KINGS
A N D L O R D O F L O R D S T O S TA N D A G A I N S T
WICKEDNESS AND PROCLAIM THAT THERE IS
ANOTHER KING, ONE JESUS!!!!
Does Thompson have a pattern of denying the
"Kingship of Christ?" His "Reference Bibles" are distributed by an Indiana Corporation. How could his
"Bible Notes," being distributed with the approval
and protection of the State of Indiana possibly
declare that there may be another authority that
man must yield to, other than the state of Indiana?
Wake up. The "religious" corporations of today are
no different than the ones of Christ's day that put
Him to death and then persecuted the true believers who were living according to His Kingship.
They still say it today!
“We have no king but Caesar!”
The “heathen” religious say it openly. And the “righteous” religious say it by twisting the Scriptures out
of context.
In a recent Sunday paper, it was reported that the
100 "scholars" that attended the "Jesus Seminar" 17
had determined that there were several things that
Christ did not say, as well as several things that He
did say. Among the list of things that He supposedly
did not say:
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"I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life, no
man cometh to the Father but by me."
Among the list of things that He did say:
"Render unto Caesar the things that are
Caesars..."
The holy heathen religious say it a little differently.
They say, Oh yes, He is King — but not yet! When
He comes again, then He will be King. Wake up,
friend. He's not coming again! He came in 70 A.D.
in fulfillment of His promise to that generation and
the Scripture NOWHERE says that He is coming a
third time. His Kingdom is not an earthly kingdom.
He is not returning to this earth to set up a throne
in Jerusalem, the Ozarks, or anywhere else. The
only throne that He is interested in sitting on is
inside a man's heart. His Kingdom is a spiritual kingdom in which flesh and blood cannot inherit. He is
King in the lives of any and everyone who will allow
Him to be King.
Look at Luke 19 from 29 on. This was when Christ
was getting ready to ride into Jerusalem on the
colt. He told His disciples to go tell the man who
owned the colt that,
“The Lord hath need of him."
Who needed him? The Lord - the one who is
supreme in authority. The KING! Verse 37 says that
“when He was come nigh, even now at the
descent of the mount of Olives, the whole
21
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multitude of the disciples began to rejoice
and praise God with a loud voice for all the
mighty works that they had seen: Saying,
Blessed be the King that cometh in the name
of the Lord: peace in heaven, and glory to
the highest."
Now when the Pharisees heard this, they told Christ
to rebuke His disciples and tell them to stop saying
that. But Christ responded to them saying,
“I tell you that, if these should hold their
peace, the stones would immediately cry
out.”
This was the declaration of war that the Pharisees
were so scared about. What do you think would happen to you if you went around telling everyone that
you had a different King than the rest of the world?
What would happen to you if you told people that
you were not subject to the same government that
they were? Well, if all you did was talk about it,
you'd probably be left alone. But what if you started
living it? What if you lived your life as if you truly
had another King?
I'm not talking about not smoking, drinking, cussing, and messing with women. I'm not talking about
not going to movies, or dances. I'm talking about
living under the Kingship and authority of no one
but Christ! I'm talking about turning your back on
this an ungodly, Christ hating, Bible hating system
that everyone participates in. I'm talking about a
real separation from the world's system and a walk
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under the Kingship of Christ. I'm talking about not
entering into any covenants and agreements with a
foreign “government or any earthly government for
that matter.”
Someone once told me that he thought that I was
really missing the boat with this license, social security, business. He said by my standing against those
things that I was violating II Timothy 2:4, the
Scripture that talks about
"no man that warreth entangleth himself with
the affairs of this life."
Remember what Marx said about religion being the
"opium of the people." The guy speaking to me had
every license available, participated with social
security, was in the good hands of All-State, was
born in a hospital, had vaccinations, etc., etc., and
yet HE TOLD ME THAT I WAS ENTANGLED WITH THE
AFFAIRS OF THIS LIFE!!!!
More on that later! But before that can take place,
we must find the authority for living the Kingdom
life. If as the "fundamentalists" want you to
believe, that He is a King to come — then we really
shouldn't get too radical with this Kingdom living
stuff. We should just sit back and wait on Him to set
up His kingdom. We should just argue issues of
entanglement, rather than issues of jurisdiction. In
other words, we recognize the “authority” of man’s
“governments,” we just want you to be a little
kinder and easier on us. Rather than, Christ is King
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NOW - which should be the response from the true
believer in Christ! We do not recognize your "authority." You have no power but that which you
have usurped, and we will not bow down to you —
nor your “laws”, or your New World Order. What
would happen if all of the supposed “Christians” and
"Christian-patriots" in America who are supposedly
against this New World Order, would just say NO?
A while back, we had a large group of "patriots" in
our home. Up until that time, I thought that a "patriot" was one who had said no to the wickedness of
“government” encroachment and wicked laws and
was risking life and liberty for their beliefs. Funny
thing is, virtually every single issue that they
claimed to be against, they were practicing in their
lives. I talked with a man recently who told me that
he was living on a farm and that he would soon be
self-sufficient. Wow, I told him, that's great! That is
exactly what I want to do. He then proceeded to tell
me that he was going to get an allodial land patent.
Wow, again, I told him. I didn't even know that you
could actually get one. “Oh yes,” he said. “But for
now I must wait.” “Why?” I asked him. He said
because "slaves cannot have allodial land patents."
He said that his sole source of income was social
security and until he gave that up, he couldn't get
his allodial land patent.
The Kingdom is NOW and if you claim to be one of
His, then it is past time that we start living it. Get
the power of the Kingdom in your life. Get out of
this wicked ungodly system. Get out of All-State’s
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hands and into His hands! Let go of your piece of
the rock and start standing on THE ROCK! Stop asking for permission to GO, when He already commanded you to and then told you that He had ALL
POWER AND AUTHORITY IN HEAVEN AND EARTH!
Come out from among them AND BE YE SEPARATE.
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CHAPTER

THREE

The Lie of the Future Kingdom Message

The "patriot" movement is loaded with the futuristic
kingdom message. I recently read an article that
Randy Weaver said that he moved his family to
Idaho to escape the coming Great Tribulation of the
book of Revelation. The article claimed that he said
he thought that the battle of Armageddon would be
fought in Idaho. Whether he said that or not is
immaterial. What is worthwhile is the fact that he
said that the book of Revelation is unfulfilled.
I have documents in my possession, 18 that state
that the CIA must protect all Christian Identity
movements at all costs. I cannot prove the validity
of such documents. But I can tell you why that
statement would and very possibly could have been
valid. The Christian Identity Movement (some, not
all), the Fundamental Christian movement, the
American Coalition of Unregistered Churches, and
so on, are some of the greatest allies that the New
World Order has. They teach in some form or
another British Israelism, which is the official religion of the New World Order. They teach some sort
of FUTURE earthly reign of Christ. They teach that
the perilous times that we are under today are
fulfillments of Bible prophecy. This is exactly what
Rhodes and Carnegie planned early on in the 20th
Century. They would use the devious plan of religious deception called the Kingdom of God on Earth
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and turn it into their ultimate plan for a one-world
superstate in which the British Empire would rule.
The evidence is there.
Let me clarify something about the official religion
of the New World Order. When I say that British
Israelism is the official religion of the New World
Order — and I then make the comment that a "future reign of Christ on this earth" teaching is their
greatest ally — I am in no way shape or form saying
that the New World Order religion embraces the
Christ of the New Testament. The New World Order
leaders are no more interested in "truth and righteousness" than the man in the moon, unless you
classify humanism, or the worship of themselves as
"truth or righteousness." I am simply saying that in
order to bring about their New World Order of a
one-world superstate, they have used the "future
reign of Christ on earth" as a facet in their multipointed plan.
At this point I would like to expose a few of the
things that I have discovered from "organized religion" that need to be looked at in light of what I am
trying to point out in this book. I have in my possession a "bible" tract. It is put out by a government corporation called Chick Publications. 19 I
have come in contact with a lot of people who have
told me that they have seen this particular "tract."
It is called The Beast. As I read through this oneworld propaganda, I noticed all of the normal
Scriptures that these people use to establish their
one-world agenda. One of the first obvious things
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that comes to mind is when he talks about The
Beast making a false treaty with "God's Chosen
People." He says that “The Beast hates Israel
(God's chosen people) -- and he makes a false
treaty with them.” Surely he's talking about the
true Israel of God?!? He must be talking about the
true believers being the “Israel” that the Beast
hates. No, he's talking about the group of people in
the Middle East that call themselves Israelis and
who virtually the entire "religious" world says are
God's chosen people.
The Synagogue of Satan
Years ago we went to the annual convention of a
group of Baptist preachers. I went to the meeting
carrying a sign and standing on the street corner
across from the “church." My sign read:
BAPTIST LEADERSHIP
HATERS OF CHRIST
DESTROYERS OF AMERICA
ARE MEETING INSIDE THE
BAPTIST SYNAGOGUE
There is an important reason why my sign said,
“Haters of Christ”, are meeting inside the Baptist
Synagogue. I wanted to call to the attention of the
people that were going inside the place that their
leaders promote the teaching that the people who
are living in the Middle East, and who call themselves Jews, are "God's Chosen People." Many of
the people who attended that meeting were
appalled when they found out that this blasphemy
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was being taught there. Many of the people there
were quick to rush to their leaders’ defense in denying that they believed such things. I told them simply to go and ask them and find out for themselves.
They did — and they do. I spoke to a man recently
who told me that he couldn't understand where religious "leaders" come up with such things. "I
thought the true believer was God's chosen people,"
he said. 20
Funny thing about this is, that the majority of the
"unlearned" "lay people," as the religious leaders
refer to them, are in the same spot that I was years
ago. One day a Baptist preacher looked at me with
amazement and said, "You don't believe that the
Old Testament promises to Israel are fulfilled in the
church, do you?” “Of course, I do,” I said, “Don't
you?” I never dreamed that there was anything but
that! My problem was that I just couldn't grasp the
“great truths” that the Rhodes' idealist C.I. Scofield
had tried to convince me of. GALATIANS 3:29 IS
ABUNDANTLY CLEAR:
“AND IF YE BE CHRISTS, THEN ARE YE
ABRAHAM'S SEED AND HEIRS ACCORDING TO
THE PROMISE.”
I Peter 2:6-10 —
“Wherefore also it is contained in the scripture, Behold, I lay in Sion a chief cornerstone, elect, precious: and he that believeth
on him shall not be confounded. Unto you
therefore which believe he is precious: but
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unto them which be disobedient, the stone
which the builders disallowed, the same is
made the head of the corner. And a stone of
stumbling, and a rock of offense, even to
them which stumble at the word, being disobedient: whereunto also they were
appointed. BUT YE ARE A CHOSEN
GENERATION, A ROYAL PRIESTHOOD, AN
HOLY NATION, A PECULIAR PEOPLE: THAT YE
SHOULD SHOW FORTH THE PRAISES OF HIM
WHO HATH CALLED YOU OUT OF DARKNESS
INTO HIS MARVELOUS LIGHT: WHICH IN
TIME PAST WERE NOT A PEOPLE, BUT ARE
NOW THE PEOPLE OF GOD:”
Who are the people of God?
“Unto you therefore which believe... “
The Synagogue of Satan comes into the picture
when you look for the phrase which is found in
Revelation 2:9:
“I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and
are not, but are the synagogue of Satan."
Who did Paul say in Galatians 3:29 were Abraham's
seed?
“And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promise.”
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Who did Peter say was the Chosen Generation, the
people of God?
“Unto you therefore which believe...“
So for someone to say that a group of people are
God's chosen people and they have not trusted in
Christ; I believe is error! I believe this "theology" is
the synagogue of Satan - to say you are God’s
Chosen people - but deny Christ. Just stand back
for a minute and look at who promotes it. The organized church. The 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporations owned and controlled by the state, and the
churches who have placed themselves under the
authority of man.
It is of great importance that the people who call
themselves God’s people understand that Scofield
turned Spiritual Israel - that which is identified by
the FAITH of Abraham - and subsequently then
through Jesus - into Racial Jew(ism) in support of
Cecil Rhodes’ racial supremacist concept of world
domination by a people based on the color of their
skin.
Call me naive, I guess, but the simplicity of the
Scriptures affirm to me that God’s people are ONLY
those who have accepted Jesus Christ into their
lives. Salvation is by grace NOT BY RACE.
Modern Day Zionism
It should be noted that this book will, throughout
its pages show the teachings of British Israelism.
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British Israelism being the official religion of the
New World Order has as its focal point for deception, the mythical fulfillment of the "fig tree" of
Matthew 24 as being the reestablishment of the jewish nation of Israel located in the Middle East.
( O r i g i n a t i n g w i t h t h e B a l f o u r D e c l a ra t i o n o f
1914. 21 )
Everything in the world seems to revolve around
that area in the Middle East. I have said before that
Suddam Hussein, Khadafy, Arafat and others of that
ilk are real threats to the establishment of a New
One-World Order. Hussein and those guys see what
baloney this is about these people that call themselves jews being God's chosen people.
Why was it when George Bush Sr. threatened to
bomb Iraq that Hussein responded by saying that
he would bomb Israel? Why didn't he say that he
would bomb the U.S.? Why was bombing Israel such
a threat for Hussein to hurl at Bush? It is because
the official religion of the New World Order is British
Israelism. And British Israelism has as its focal
point for all of its deception — the nation of Israel.
As far as Zionism 22 is concerned, why did I even
bring that up? The answer to that is you can pick up
any encyclopedia for yourself and read the British
connection with Zionism. Look under Israel and look
under Zionism. Both of these headings will give you
connections between the establishment of Israel in
Palestine in 1948 and the British. Who owned
Palestine on May 13, 1948? Great Britain. Did God
give this piece of land to these people who despise
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His Son? Was this some great fulfillment of Bible
prophecy?
As Scofield says in his notes on Matthew 24 —
“the promise is, therefore, that the generation—nation, or family of Israel—will be preserved unto "these things"; a promise wonderfully fulfilled to this day.”
Fulfilled by God — or fulfilled by Cecil Rhodes and
Andrew Carnegie? Here we go, changing the true
Israel of God into a physical, fleshly entity. Is there
some sort of pattern that could be established
here? Scofield's notes were copyrighted by Rhode’s
college - Oxford - in 1917. Then in 1948, Rhode’s
country, Great Britain, gives land to the Zionists
and helps them establish the nation of “Israel.”
Bible prophecy fulfilled!
It must be true. It’s true all right. The Rhodes Carnegie - Scofield - British connection has made
its first big triumph in bringing about its ultimate
goal: The establishment of a One World Superstate
in which the British Empire rules.
The people of God in the Scriptures were called “Israelites.” 23 The people in the Middle East CALL
THEMSELVES “Israelis.” There is a huge difference
and even they themselves know it.
Back to Chick
If you remember, all of this began with my critique
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of the Chick Publication, The Beast. I started this
because of Chick's claim of Israel being God's chosen people and that the Beast hates Israel. Chick
then goes into the “mark of the beast, 666... and all
of that.” He tells people that through the use of computers, the Beast will be able to control every person on the globe.
"Everyone shall receive my mark on their
foreheads or on their right hand. Without this
mark -- you will be unable to buy or sell!"
He then gives Bible references from Revelation
13:16-17 to support his claim. On the next page, he
begins a cartoon that shows some of the things
planned for earth.
What I want you to realize is that I believe that the
One-Worlders are planning terrible tribulations for
the people of this earth. It will be so chaotic and so
terrible that the people will literally beg for someone to make things good.
Out of all this will (according to their plan) emerge
the One-World Superstate of the British Empire.
This is NOT BIBLE PROPHECY BEING FULFILLED.
This is a twisted, demented plan that has been concocted by wicked, evil men with the help of "religious leaders" who have "wrested the Scriptures to
their own destruction." The problem that faces you
and me today, is that the principle of the followers
being destroyed by their leaders is still in effect. We
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must say NO to this One World movement. We must
put action to our speech. We must pull out and stop
participating! The “patriots” of this country claim to
be against one-world government. But their pockets
are full of credit cards! MasterCard openly declares
SO WORLDLY SO WELCOME! Their billfolds have documents identifying with the world’s “system.” They
help to establish the New World Order because they
refuse to realize that they have a choice of where
their citizenship will be. And while they talk about
being against one-worldism, they promote it by
their actions! “After all,” they say, “we're not in the
Great Tribulation yet.”
This reminds me of another event that took place in
my life while I was playing the "religious" game.
Years ago when I was on the "staff" of a Baptist
Synagogue, a missionary from Greece, who happened to be a nationalist, had come to the States to
give a "progress report." While we were in a "staff
meeting" he pulled out what appeared to be some
sort of Passport. Upon closer examination, it was a
card that everyone in the European Common Market
nations had to have in order to travel, buy, or sell.
This card had 666 right on it! At this time, I was a
believer in all of the future Rapture, Tribulation theology, so I was truly amazed!
While the rest of the men there in the meeting were
rejoicing — I sat there in shock. The men were
rejoicing because this was some great sign that the
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fulfillment of Bible prophecy was near. But to me, I
was shocked! "Why do you have that, I exclaimed?
What are you doing with that thing? The Scripture
tells us in I John 4 that we should resist even the
spirit of Anti-christ." After I was put back into place
by the "elder brethren" I was told, "It's not in his
forehead or his hand."
I get it! He's not King now! He's a coming King. We
don't need to be concerned with resisting evil now.
This same "preacher" wouldn't want you to get out
of social security, even though he has on many occasions stated that the social security number is the
forerunner of the supposed Mark of the Beast.
Amazing.
This same “preacher” told me one day that he was
exceedingly fearful of a “cashless society.” I
expected him to say that because of all of the hardship that it might cause individuals who truly want
to live in the Kingdom of Christ - separate from the
domain of darkness. But the reason he told me that
he was concerned about a cashless society, was:
"How are we going to take an offering?"
Why not set up with MasterCard and VISA like
everyone else? After all, it's not in your forehead or
your hand.
The last little piece that I want to examine with
Chick's Beast Publication is going to be used to
appeal to common sense. Please hear me clearly on
this point: My citizenship is not with the “government” of the United States. I have no earthly citi36
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zenship. I am not subject to the “laws” of any man
that do not have the Creator's best interest at heart
(the definition of ordinance, I Peter 2:13).
I am not a Constitutionalist, because it violates
Scripture. I am under the authority and laws of the
King of Kings and Lord of Lords.
So with that said, I want to appeal to your common
sense, and your love of “country” to try and get you
to see the error of this coming Kingdom message
that is being delivered to you by so many "Christian
patriot preachers."
Chick has a statement in his Beast Publication that
says:
"Satan knows Jesus Christ is about to return
to take over the governments of the world.
So he masses his armies to try to block the
Lord's return at Jerusalem.”
What is he saying? The “patriots” out there who
claim to be concerned about the "sovereignty of the
U.S. and the Constitution," what do you think would
happen to the “sovereignty of the U.S. and the
Constitution” if this were actually going to happen?
There would be no sovereignty 24 of any nation!
There would be a one-world government! But, you
say, it would be fine because it would belong to
Christ. But that simply is not the case. His Kingdom
is not of this world. The attack on the sovereignty
of the U.S. is part of the plan of the One Worlders
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— not fulfillment of Bible prophecy. They are causing world events to look like Bible prophecy fulfillment in order to create a “so-what” attitude. “So
what if the United States falls. It's going to anyway!
So what if we lose any freedom that is left. We're
going to anyway. So what — WE WON'T EVEN BE
HERE!”
Wake up! Wake up! Wake up! Those of you who
have claimed to be against the one-world government are preparing the world for it exactly according to plan! Your help has been beyond their wildest
dreams. They have met with very little resistance,
and what resistance they have met with, has been
turned around and used on their behalf. The
Identity people have been used greatly because
they are preparing their people for a final showdown on American soil. This is perfect because now
the one-worlders can continue destroying America
in fulfillment of Bible prophecy. They can continue
to pass legislation that is so obviously antiAmerican and anti-Christ because it is the fulfillment of Bible prophecy.
The fundamentalists have been used perfectly
because they have told everyone for years that
Bible prophecy is being fulfilled because God is punishing America for her wickedness. Well what
exactly is her wickedness? Too much booze? Too
many movies? Too much lack of tithing to pay the
preachers? Too much cigarette smokin'? I'm sure
glad Christ knew better than that and he turned
that water into grape juice. Had it been the real
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thing, He would surely have caused His country to
be destroyed.
America is being destroyed because the preaching
of the Gospel of the Kingdom of God has been
removed by “preachers” doing the bidding of the
NWO and the people will not wake up and see what
their “leaders” have done.
What we are seeing today is NOT THE WRATH OF
GOD IN FULFILLMENT OF BIBLE PROPHECY. It is the
self-destruction of a group of people who have blasphemed the Creator and King.
“WE WILL NOT HAVE THIS MAN TO REIGN
OVER US...” 25
...has been the attitude of most everyone — LED BY
THE "PREACHERS." Christ is a King to COME they
say! "Righteousness" is the ethical keyword of the
AGE TO COME. "Righteousness is not for now!"
Clean up the outward appearance. Stop smoking,
drinking, cussing, carousing with the women, and
going to movies. START TITHING! That has been the
extent of the "gospel" message in this country,
thanks to the likes of Scofield, Falwell, Swaggart,
Roberts, Robertson, Dixon and the rest.
They have swallowed Scofield’s and Rhodes’ interpretation of Scripture hook line and sinker!
Now, a people who have claimed to be "Christian"
are destroying themselves and their future generations for failing to "SEEK FIRST THE KINGDOM OF
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GOD AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS."
The Chick Publication that I quoted from was chosen because so many people have seen it. In a nutshell it gives the position of the majority of church
people in America. In the next chapter of this book,
I am going to give you some information from
Scofield's own notes which will attempt to prove the
claims that have been made in this chapter.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

Scofield's Millenialism Changes the Gospel
Several years ago I told my wife that I wanted to go
to a store and buy a Scofield Reference Bible. When
I got to the bookstore, hoping to buy one cheaply, I
found that the cheapest one in the store was
around $50.00. I decided to pass on it for a while.
Then several months later, I was in a used bookstore and came across a first edition printing of
Scofield's Reference Bible for $6.00. Even though
that was still far more than it was worth, I went on
and made the purchase.
When I got the book home I immediately began
reading through the pages. I first went to the obvious passages, Matthew 24, Joshua 21, both of
which are covered in my first book, The Religion of
the New World Order. No surprises there; just
exactly what I told you in the first book.
After reading for a little while, I ended up in
Revelation Chapter 14. It was there that I was completely blown away by what I read.
Stop for a minute here and answer this simple question for me. How many gospels are there? I don't
mean Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. I mean how
many ways are there for man to attain salvation?
The obvious answer should be “one.” There is only
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one true way of salvation. That is the gospel. Well
exactly what is the gospel? John the Baptist came
preaching,
“Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at
hand. Christ came preaching, Repent: for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
Jesus preached in Mark 1 —
“The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God
is at hand: repent ye, and believe the gospel.”
The disciples went out into the cities preaching that
men should repent. In Luke 13, Christ preaches
“Nay, but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.”
The apostles continued preaching the same message throughout the book of Acts.
“But when they believed Philip preaching the
things concerning the kingdom of God, and
the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men and women.” 26
This is the message of salvation. It is the gospel of
the kingdom. It is the only gospel message that has
the power to change men's lives. The Lord Jesus
said,
“But seek ye first the kingdom of God and His
righteousness, and all these things shall be
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added unto you.” 27
The reason that I asked how many gospels there
were; and the reason why I supplied Scriptures
pointing to the fact that the gospel of the kingdom
was the only "plan of salvation" was because in
Scofield's notes of Revelation 14, he says that there
are FOUR GOSPELS.
When I saw that, I just about fell out of my chair. I
have been accused of many things through the
years concerning what I believe the Bible teaches
concerning conversion to Christ.
I have been accused of believing in Lordship salvation. And I have been accused of believing that a
man has to be a theologian before he can be converted.
The interesting thing is, though, the people that
have made these types of statements are also the
same people who sell Scofield Reference Bibles in
their churches — from their pulpits — and they are
the same ones who teach men that a person can be
"saved" and not be a "Christian."
In other words, you can claim Christ as a "fireescape" policy but He doesn't have to be Lord of
your life. There is no life-style change necessary, no
need of repentance beyond lip service.
This corruption of the gospel of repenting for the
Kingdom’s sake can be traced directly to Scofield;
as far as modern day teaching is concerned.
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However, any approach to “salvation” aside from
repentance is the same old Pharisee rot that faced
Christ in His day.
In Scofield's notes of Revelation 14 he states:
1 Gospel. This great theme may be summarized as follows:
I. In itself the word Gospel means good
news.
II. Four forms of the Gospel are to be distinguished:
(1) The Gospel of the kingdom. This is the
good news that God purposes to set up on
the earth, in fulfillment of the Davidic
Covenant (2 Sam. 7.16 and refs.), a kingdom, political, spiritual, Israelitish, universal, over which God's Son, David's heir shall
be King, and which shall be, for one thousand years, the manifestation of the righteousness of God in human affairs. See
Mt.3.2, note.
Two preachings of this gospel are mentioned, one past, beginning with the ministry of John the Baptist, continued by our
Lord and His disciples, and ending with the
Jewish rejection of the King. The other is
yet future (Mt. 24.14), during the great tribulation, and immediately preceding the coming of the King in glory. (end quote)
Now look at what Scofield has just said. The first
piece of destruction of truth is found in his state-
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ment concerning the fulfillment of the Davidic
Covenant. This is a gross perversion of the truth. I
deal with this in The Religion of the New World
Order, but it must be dealt with again.
In 2 Samuel 7 God makes a promise to David that
would apparently agree with Scofield’s teachings.
God tells David that out of his bowels would proceed the seed of a King (Christ) who would sit on an
everlasting throne and that David's throne would be
this coming King's throne and that it would be
established forever.
Now if you take the words of 2 Samuel 7 and jerk
them out of the Scriptures and let them stand
alone, then you have no argument. Scofield is right.
Everyone go home and wait for the “coming king.”
But if you read the rest of the Scriptures then you
must conclude that not only was Scofield a devious
liar with a plot to destroy, but those who have followed his teachings are either of the same destructive ilk, or they are simply so far misguided that
they can’t see the obvious error of this teaching.
LOOK AT ACTS 2.
This is the Day of Pentecost, only a few short days
removed from the death, burial, resurrection, and
ascension of Christ. Peter is preaching to these people concerning THIS JESUS. Not just any Jesus, but
THIS SAME JESUS. He was trying to make sure that
there was no doubt about which Jesus he was talk-
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ing about. This was the Jesus that came preaching
repentance. Stop the way you're living, make a 180
degree turn and follow me.
“If you love me, keep my commandments.”
It was this Jesus that Peter wanted to establish as
the one he was talking about. It was the same
Jesus that healed the sick, raised the dead, fed five
thousand men not including women and children
from 2 fish and 5 small loaves of bread. It was the
same Jesus that they cried out and said,
“WE WILL NOT HAVE THIS MAN TO REIGN
OVER US.”
This was the Jesus that he was talking about. In
verse 25, Peter continues saying:
“For David speaketh concerning him, I foresaw the Lord always before my face, for he is
on my right hand, that I should not be
moved: Therefore did my heart rejoice, and
my tongue was glad; moreover also my flesh
shall rest in hope: Because thou wilt not
leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou hast
made known to me the ways of life; thou
shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance.
Men and brethren, let me freely speak unto
you of the patriarch David, that he is both
dead and buried, and his sepulchre is with us
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unto this day. Therefore being a prophet, and
knowing that God had sworn with an oath to
him, that of the fruit of his loins, according to
the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on
his throne; He seeing this before spake of the
resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not
left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption.”
Can it get much plainer than that?
The fulfillment of the Davidic Covenant was the
resurrection of Christ!
I simply do not understand how this can be dismissed. It doesn't take a theologian to understand
this. But it does take a theologian to tell you that it
doesn't mean this! Saying that the Davidic
Covenant is to be fulfilled in the future is a complete denial of the Jesus Christ of the New
Testament. The fulfillment of the Davidic Covenant
was a purely Spiritual fulfillment and only those
who have eyes to see and ears to hear can understand.
Because the promise was Spiritual, this is why the
Jews killed Christ. They were looking for the same
type of king that Scofield teaches. They were looking for a king that was political, spiritual,
Israelitish, over which God's Son, David's heir
would be king, and which would be for one thousand years, the manifestation of the righteousness
of God in human affairs. 28 THIS IS BLASPHEMY TO
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THE ULTIMATE EXTREME. It is a complete denial of
the Christ of the New Testament.
The purpose of this book is to get people who agree
that Christ is King, to start living like it. I have
found that you can get any religious person who
calls themself a "christian" (even in the loosest
sense of the word) to say that Christ is King. If He
is King now, then it simply follows that we should
live according to His Kingdom. Hence, a life-style
that conforms to His teachings. This means
REPENTANCE. Changing one’s mind. A true change
of mind will produce a change in behavior. This is
simple.
But look what Scofield does. He changes the gospel
by saying that Christ is a King to come. The Jews
killed Christ because when He told them that His
Kingdom was not of this world, then He was not
their political, spiritual, Israelitish king that would
help them rule the world. Thus, a rejection, denial,
and subsequent crucifixion.
John the Baptist, Christ, the disciples, and the apostles, preached repentance. They preached conformity to Christ's Kingdom. Conformity to Christ's
Kingdom means repentance. It means a change of
government. You were following the systems of this
world; but now you have a relationship with the
King of Kings and Lord of Lords and you will now
walk in His Kingdom and walk in His ways. This is
not popular. This is not fashionable. Walking in the
Kingdom of Christ poses a threat to those who have
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designed and planned for their New World One
World Order. So what did they do? They declared
SPIRITUAL WARFARE.
They enlisted Scofield, "puffed him," gave him
unlimited funds. They used Scofield and his perversion of the Scripture to help them bring about their
New One World Order. I will name names and give
places and dates later on in this book.
Scofield successfully eliminated the necessity of
repentance with his Scofield Reference Bible.
Scofield successfully nullified the words of Christ
from Matthew 6:33. Scofield successfully changed
the gospel and the masses of peoples in the world
today are being led to slaughter all the while claiming to be “saved.”
Look again at Scofield’s notes in Revelation 14.
Christ said,
“Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and his
righteousness, and all these things shall be
added unto you.”
But Scofield says that this teaching was good only
from John the Baptist through Christ — but it
stopped at the rejection of Christ. He says that it
will once again be preached in the future great tribulation period. So what about now???
Scofield and the One World conspirators want you
to believe that the gospel of the Kingdom — the gos-
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pel of repentance and NON-CONFORMITY TO THIS
WORLD — is not for today. He says it is for a future
“Great Tribulation” period. Wow! So according to
Scofield, you can be a part of the New World Order
now, because non-conformity or rather, conformity
to Christ's Kingdom, IS IN THE FUTURE! What
deception!
Christ is King now! The Religion of the New World
Order proved that all of this New World Order garbage that has been held out as being fulfilled Bible
prophecy is RELIGIOUS DECEPTION.
Scofield wants people to believe that the Gospel of
the Kingdom is being reserved for a day in the
future of mankind called the “Great Tribulation
period.”
P L E A S E , WA K E U P ! T h e r e i s N O G R E AT
TRIBULATION PERIOD! The “Great Tribulation
period” of Matthew 24 and the book of Revelation is
history! It is over! It happened 2,000 years ago and
ended with the complete and utter annihilation of
Jerusalem and the Jew at the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 A.D. There is no future “Great
Tribulation period.” There is no unfulfilled Bible
prophecy.
Christ came to fulfill
He did exactly that!
believe? I submit to
lowed men who have

the law AND the prophets and
Why are His words so hard to
you it is because we have folcontrived Jewish fables.

We have been duped by the great deceivers of the
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world. We have joined in with the Pharisees who
rejected the true King in looking for a “coming
king.” We have bought the lie that one can be
“saved” and yet live outside of the Kingdom of
Christ. This is heresy at the very least.
Christ's Kingdom is now. Everything that you read
in the book of Revelation has been fulfilled. When
you read that the kingdoms of this world are
become the Kingdoms of Christ — that is not future
— that is now! For the true believer, there is no government but Christ's. All others are nongovernments. We must be about the business of living in the Kingdom. The apostles were talked about
in Acts 17 as doing
“...CONTRARY TO ALL THE DECREES OF
CAESAR, SAYING THAT THERE IS ANOTHER
KING, ONE JESUS!”
What am I saying here? Let me make myself perfectly clear. I am not saying that the apostles were
preaching against a "government": I am saying that
they were preaching for THE GOVERNMENT.
Preaching conformity to the Kingdom of Christ certainly appears to be preaching against the nongovernments of this world. If that is the perception,
then so be it.
“WE MUST OBEY GOD RATHER THAN MEN.”
“Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of
Judea in the days of Herod the king, behold,
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there came wise men from the east to
Jerusalem, Saying, Where is he that is
born King of the Jews? for we have seen
his star in the east, and are come to worship
him. And when Herod the king had heard
these things, he was troubled...”
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Scofield, Rhodes, Carnegie Connection
I recently received a letter from a man that told me
what an idiot I was because I linked Scofield
together with Cecil Rhodes and Andrew Carnegie.
"Only an idiot would think that just because
3 men lived at the same time in history, they
knew each other."
This man also went on to say that it was an idiotic
thing to think that Oxford University was a "bad
school" way back then. The "way back then" that he
was referring to was only 91 years ago. The Rhodes
Scholarship program was started in 1904 by Cecil
John Rhodes at Oxford University. Rhodes' dream of
a one-world superstate in which the British controlled was not one that was hidden. He openly
wrote and planned such an ideal.
In the early 1950's, a writer for the Chicago Tribune
Press Service, William Fulton 29 , wrote a series of
articles concerning Cecil Rhodes, Andrew Carnegie,
and the works of the Foundations, with the emphasis being on the activities of Rhodes' army, the
Rhodes' Scholar. In Fulton's article called Rhodes'
Goal: Return U.S. to British Empire, Fulton writes
the following:
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“New York, July 14 — Cecil John Rhodes, the
empire builder, held a lifelong ambition to bring
about ‘the ultimate recovery of the United
States of America as an integral part of the
British Empire.’
Today many American Rhodes scholars are working assiduously to make the dream of their
imperial patron come true.”
He goes on to say that:
“Rhodes cherished schemes for a world-power
federation dominated by Anglo-Saxons. His
American scholars returning from England are
the leaders in the drive to sink Uncle Sam
deeper in the morass of the affairs of other
countries.”
Before continuing, I would like to remind you that
this article was not written by some "wild-eyed"
"off-the-wall" conspiracy chaser. William Fulton was
one of the most respected writers of his day. These
articles that I am quoting for you, were written by a
writer for the Chicago Tribune Press Service —
hardly an underground newspaper.
Let me explain to you exactly what needed to happen to the United States of America before it could
be “ultimately recovered by the British as an integral part of the British Empire.”
In a nutshell, you would have to have the nearly
complete collapse of the United States. This means
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no sovereignty. No self-rule. No United States.
Rhodes wanted the United States to be under the
thumb of the British again. But there was one minor
problem that Rhodes faced. The people had the
British removed out of here only about 80 or 90
years before his great idea of recovery. The people
had grown fondly accustomed to the idea that they
were an independent nation — separate from the
British. So Rhodes did not have an easy task. With
all of his hundreds of millions of spending power, he
had to have a master plan for bringing about his
goal — A ONE WORLD SUPERSTATE DOMINATED BY
T H E A N G L O - S A X O N S W I T H G R E AT B R I TA I N
LEADING THE WAY.
Fulton begins to show how the American Rhodes
Scholar went to work like a busy bee in helping
Rhodes attain his goal.
One of the first notable examples can be found in J.
William Fulbright [D., Arkansas] 30 . Fulbright was a
young congressman who was a newly indoctrinated
Oxford Rhodes graduate who introduced the resolution proposing the creation of "international
machinery" and the participation of the United
States. That was in 1943. The United Nations, "police action" in Korea with 78,000 American casualties and other events have followed.
Robert Lee Humber, another Rhodes Scholar promoted the first action by any legislative body
declaring "that all the peoples of the earth should
now be united in a commonwealth of nations." This
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was a resolution adopted by the North Carolina legislature in 1941.
By now, the skeptic may be saying, "Well, that was
50 years ago. Let's talk about today. The British
aren't powerful. They are weak and not a threat to
anyone." Before going into more detail, could I
remind you of something? Your new President that
you elected, who everyone now is screaming that
he is destroying your country — is a Rhodes Scholar
(Clinton). Is anyone else in his office a Rhodes
Scholar?
Fulton goes on in this same article to say that
Rhodes told intimates it might take a century for his
"great dream" to be fulfilled. At the time Fulton
wrote in 1950, he said that less than half a century
has passed, politically it is pointed out, the United
States has surrendered some sovereignty to a
supra-body, the United Nations, in which the British
Foreign Office wields tremendous influence.
While I am quoting to you from an article that was
written over 40 years ago, simple browsing through
various news services will show you the incredible
impact that Rhodes scholars have in the world
today. They are busy everywhere you look tearing
down independent nations. Examine the activity of
certain famous U.S. Senators after they completed
their recent business in such places as Iran, The
Philippines, and South Africa, just to name a few.
Just call the Senator's offices, like I did and ask
them about the Senator's education. The individual
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that answers your call will proudly tell you, "He was
a Rhodes Scholar!" Iran used to be an ally of the
United States, then somehow the Shah of Iran
seemed to become world enemy #1. Next, the Shah
is deposed and on comes the real ally of the U.S. —
Ayatollah Khomeni. The Philippines used to be a
great ally of the U.S. — then Ferdinand Marcos
becomes world-enemy #1. Next, Marcos is ousted,
then dead, then civil unrest in the Philippines and
"poof" — Aquino. Out goes the U.S. What about
South Africa? An independent nation producing a
large portion of the world's gold supply. Rhodes
Scholars come in dividing a nation through race
wars, and "poof" down goes the nation (or soon to
go).
I keep hearing about the things that the Clinton
Administration is doing that seem to be so counterproductive to the U.S. Well, given the fact that he is
a Rhodes Scholar, he's just following his education.
Now I want to say something at this point because
so many people in America that call themselves
"conservatives" blame everything that they don't
like on the Democrats. But the simple truth is that
there are many Republicans that have filled the
ranks of the Rhodes Scholarship program. This is a
joint effort. This effort knows no party lines.
When Fulton wrote his expose' in the 1950's he certainly did his homework. His names, dates, places
and figures surpasses anything that I could begin to
do today. I think that it is interesting to look further
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at this particular article as he gives a complete analysis of where the Rhodes activity was taking place
at the time of his writing. He says:
“Rhodes scholars also command posts in the
United Nations and economic cooperation
administration. The returning savants are
active in the field of opinion molding with a
large sprinkling among the eastern internationalist press, magazines, and radio.
An analysis of the American scholars by various occupations follows:
Teachers, professors, college and preparatory school presidents 424
Lawyers 168
Judges 10
Federal government 100
State and municipal posts 16
Armed forces 21
Private business, industrialists, research,
etc., 104
Finance and banking 33
News, radio, magazines, writers 60
Doctors 32
Churchmen 20
Miscellaneous 15
Students still at Oxford or graduate
schools 106
Unclassified or retired 76
It is noteworthy to go into a little bit of Cecil
Rhodes' background as it was explored by William
Fulton. Fulton says that in Rhodes first will, a docu-
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ment which he titled, Confessions of Faith 31 , he
wrote in 1877 that:
“I have felt that at the present day we are actually limiting our children and perhaps bringing
into the world half the human beings we might,
owing to the lack of country for them to
inhabit, that if we had retained America there
would be at the present moment many more of
English living. I contend that we are the finest
race in the world and that the more of the
world we inhabit the better it is for the human
race.”
Rhodes goes on to spell out in more detail his goals
for a one-world federation:
"The extension of British rule thruout the
world, the perfecting of a system of emigration
from the United Kingdom and of the colonization by British subjects of all lands wherein the
means of all livelihood are attainable by
energy, labor, and enterprise, and especially
the occupation by British settlers of the entire
continent of Africa, the Holy land, the valley of
Euphrates, the islands of Cyprus and Candia,
the whole of South America, the islands of the
Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great
Britain, the whole of the Malay of archipelago,
the seaboard of China and Japan, the ultimate
recovery of the United States of America as an
integral part of the British empire. The consolidation of the whole empire, the inauguration
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of a system of colonial representation in the
imperial parliament which may tend to weld
together the disjointed members of the
empire, and finally the foundation of so great
a power as to hereafter render wars impossible
and promote the best interest of humanity.”
You don't have to be a rocket scientist to see where
the impetus for the New World One World Order has
its modern day foundations. We are talking about a
man who was one of the wealthiest men to ever
walk on this planet. This was a man who proudly
had an agenda, if not a complete obsession for a
one-world superstate. Rhodes' will (actually there
were 7 in all) outlines the use of world-wide secret
societies set up and ran for the purpose of promoting the British empire. Rhodes openly planned the
infiltration of every government of every nation for
the express purpose of promoting his goal.
Fulton continues his expose' of the Rhodes scholar
on July 15, in an article called Rhodes Ideals Slant
State Dept. Policies. In the article, Fulton claims
that several top U.S. officials, who were Rhodes
scholars, intentionally slant U.S. policy for the purpose of advancing Rhodes ideals. He says that
Rhodes intimates have admitted that the scholarships were established for the primary purpose of
instilling "political bias" rather than providing education. Fulton keeps trying to ram home the fact
that the influence of Rhodes scholars in the United
Nations led to the Korean war that killed over
78,000 American men. He says that two men in par-
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ticular, Assistant Secretary of State Dean Rusk, in
charge of eastern affairs, and Assistant Secretary of
State George C. McGhee, in charge of near eastern,
south Asian, and African affairs were deeply
involved in the Korean debacle. Fulton says that
Rhodes scholars for years had a "throttlehold" on
the U.S. policy towards the near east. He says that
Rusk took the place of another Rhodes scholar, W.
Walton Butterworth in March 1950. All of this nominating to posts and positions is an entire can of
worms that Fulton goes into in great detail. Suffice
it to say that there was incredible Rhodes scholar
influence in government during the time Fulton
wrote these articles.
On July 16, Fulton wrote an article with the headline, Rhodes' Ideas Find Fertile Ground in U.N. He
says that Rhodes scholars are prominent in the
affairs of the United Nations. The U.N. is an outgrowth of schemes developed by the scholars'
patron, Cecil Rhodes, the British empire builder.
Rhodes dreamed of an Anglo-Saxon federation with
the British dominating, an organization powerful
enough to police the world and preserve the peace.
Recently a supposedly Conservative publication
from Washington D.C. ran an article that debunked
the Rhodes One World Order connection. The article
said that while Rhodes at one time had the destruction of America as a goal, the goal of the modern
day Rhodes scholar has changed. From what has
been reprinted from Fulton's original articles over
40 years ago, how can anyone in their right mind
say that Rhodes' goals have changed? What Fulton
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wrote about for the Chicago Tribune Press Service
50 years ago, could easily have been printed in this
morning's edition. Just change the names of the
players. You have "conservative Republican" presidents coining phrases like — New World Order —
and then the next thing you know, poof, his successor is a full fledged Rhodes scholar graduate and
darn proud of it. Wake up, America.
Fulton's articles were very interesting, as well as
informative. The angle that he approached the subject with was excellent. He first dealt with Rhodes
and a little of his background. He then talked about
the Rhodes scholarship and the U.S. government.
Then he talked about the Rhodes scholar and foreign government. Then he talked about the Rhodes
scholar and the U.N.
The next thing that I want to briefly touch on is an
article that he wrote concerning the Rhodes scholar
and the Global Foundations. This article ran on July
20th with a headline that said, Rhodes' Wards Head
Global Foundations.
Fulton claims that the higher echelon offices in the
Carnegie, Rockefeller and other privately-endowed
foundations are held by Rhodes scholars. Rhodes
left his fortune for the conversion of scholars who
would promote his dream of an Anglo-Saxon federation to dominate the world. In this way Rhodes
hoped to return the United States to the (British)
empire. Fulton accuses the Carnegie and
Rockefeller institutions of contributing heavily
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toward "international" studies to further the United
Nations and other supra-governmental plans
designed at chipping away American sovereignty.
They have also financed organizations and students
which according to congressional sources, smack of
communism, in itself a form of internationalism.
Someone once said, "The more things change, the
more they stay the same." Isn't that the truth?
Fulton links the big money foundations to such globa l i s t o r g a n i z a t i o n s a s t h e Wo o d r o w W i l s o n
Foundation, World Peace Foundation, Foreign Policy
Association, Council of Foreign Relations, and
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. The
former president of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace was a man named Alger Hiss. At
the time Fulton wrote his articles, he said that Hiss
was the state department adviser for Roosevelt at
the Yalta conference and that he was currently serving sentence in a federal prison for perjury involving war time espionage for the Russians. At that
time, 2 top Carnegie execs were Rhodes scholars,
Whitney H. Shepardson, director for the Carnegie
Corporation British and Colonies fund, and O.C.
Carmichael, president of the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching. An interesting
connection on how Rhodes scholars "stick together"
was provided in this article. Fulton relates how the
Carnegie corporation gave an $800,000 grant to
Harvard University for the Russian research center.
At that time it was the largest and most extensive
research setup of its kind in the western world. The
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center was directed by C.K. M. Kluckhohn, a Rhodes
scholar.
In this article, Fulton begins to link Andrew
Carnegie, another rich tycoon of the Rhodes era
with Rhodes' ideals.
At the time of Fulton's articles in the 1950's,
Carnegie's assets were valued at 173 million dollars. He says that Carnegie, British born steel magnate, left funds "for the advancement and diffusion
of knowledge among the people of the United
States and of the British dominions and colonies."
His ideas paralleled those of Cecil Rhodes. I have a
copy of a book written by Carnegie himself in which
he says many of the exact same things that Cecil
Rhodes dreamed of. The two were most obviously
part of the same mold. How much do you think that
these two men could have accomplished toward
reaching their goals with the amount of spending
power that they both had? I submit to you that
these two men launched such an attack on this
world that has been so complete, so devious, and
so well devised, that very few men, have realized
what has been done. The people that fill this earth
have been duped because of their naivete and ignorance. A Rhodes scholar is one who is revered and
hailed by virtually everyone.
We believe things and do things as a people without
the first bit of questioning or investigating. We are
so brainwashed (braindirtied) by the media, by the
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preachers, and by the politicians that we are
destroying the futures of our offspring and we're
proud of it!
Fulton's articles go on and on about Rhodes scholars, foundations, politicians and such. The evidence
of their collusion with Rhodes and his goals is overwhelming. Rhodes dreamed of a one-world superstate government dominated by the Anglo-Saxon.
Is that not exactly what is being played out on the
world stage today? Even though Fulton's articles
were written in the 1950's didn't you find yourself
reading those articles and applying the facts to
today? His articles may as well have appeared in
today's paper! The governments of the U.S. are
filled with a who's who listing of Rhodes scholars.
I have talked with so many people through the
years who are perplexed by the acts of the politicians year after year. It doesn't matter whether
they call themselves Republicans or Democrats —
they all seem to be bent on destroying America.
How many times have I heard people say, "Keep the
money here! They send billions out of the country,
but don't do anything about the problems here."
I hate to tell you — but they are only keeping the
tradition of the Rhodes scholar and the preacher.
It's all about the destruction of America.
We’ve all heard about the "dumbing down of
America." Some claim that there is a concerted
effort to make Americans "dumber." Could this be
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true? Could this be part of the Rhodes plan? Of
course it could — AND IS. What about NAFTA? Could
it be part of the Rhodes plan?
I believe that the "dumbing" of America is absolutely vital to the success of the Rhodes plan.
The United States of America for years has seemed
to be the envy of the rest of the world. Its citizens
are perfectly content with the delusion that they
have freedom, and I suppose compared to the rest
of the world, it is still appealing to those in foreign
lands.
But in order to fit into Rhodes scheme of a New
World One World Order, all the peoples of the world
must be on an equal plane. In other words, rather
than improving the standard of living to bring the
other people up to the U.S. standard, the U.S. must
be brought down to the rest of the world's level.
I get a big kick out of these great "mastermind,
respected, economic geniuses," such as Lee Iacoca
and those of his ilk. They are always pushing for
higher gasoline prices in order to bring the U.S.
more in line with the rest of the world. What kind of
logic is this? This is the logic of the Rhodes ideals.
What hardworking American finds it logical to think
that he should pay higher gasoline prices just
because someone in Europe is paying three times
more? This is the mindset of the New World One
World Order think-tanks.
It is illogical to the ordinary person on the street,
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yet it is part of a grand scheme to bring about a
One World Superstate.
I read recently where the average "middle class"
American lived in a 13 room house and had two servants around the turn of the century. Today, the people that are considered "rich" don't even fit those
descriptions. What has happened? Examine NAFTA
for a minute. I heard people claim that the
Mexicans work for 50 cents per hour. So, NAFTA is
supposed to help those people. You have people in
America working for $5.00 an hour. How far apart is
¢50 from $5.00? When you're making that little
amount, there isn't much difference. You're both in
a pretty sad way. You have people in America say
that NAFTA was going to be bad for America. So
what's really happening? They're trying to even out
the plane. They're trying to bring about the Rhodes
goal — that's what is happening.
The United States has been bombarded with philosophies, policies, and beliefs that are blatantly counter-productive for the United States. The reason is
simple. Rhodes wanted the "ultimate recovery of
the United States as an integral part of the British
empire." In order to bring this about, he had to
devise a plan to destroy the sovereignty of the
Republic. Not only the Republic of the U.S., but the
republics of the entire world. He dreamed of a oneworld government. All of the nations of the world
would give up their sovereignty to Rhodes' oneworld superstate. Try to deny it — you can't! It's
everywhere you look. Say it's too far fetched to be
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true — you can't. How many times have you said,
"If I just had a little more spending power, I could
do this, or that." Well, Rhodes and Carnegie had virtually limitless spending power. They could buy virtually anything or anyone that they wanted. And do
it over and over and over.
Rhodes was a patient man. He even realized that he
probably would not see his goals accomplished in
his lifetime. He wrote that it may take his ideals
100 years to be realized. The advantage that
Rhodes had was not necessarily a financial edge,
although that certainly didn't hurt. Rhodes clear
advantage was that he knew that if it took 100
years to accomplish his task, then he had 100
years. If he needed 200 years, he had it. Rhodes
was not tied to an "end of the world" philosophy —
he hadn't yet promoted it throughout the world so
he could use it to his advantage.
Yes! I am saying that Rhodes not only created the
political means for bringing about his one-world government, but he created the spiritual means.
I do not want to be misunderstand about the words
in this chapter or the reasons behind them.
I did not write any of this in support of the United
States or any other government in the world. I
wrote it to show that what is being called the fulfillment of Bible prophecy is actually a staged effort to
bring about one world government.
Their efforts are purposely called fulfillment of Bible
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CHAPTER

SIX

Scofield and Rhodes

In the previous chapter I started by saying that I
had received a letter from a man who said that I
was an idiot for linking Scofield, Rhodes and
Carnegie together simply because they were alive
at the same time in history. Recently I spoke with a
man who is probably one of the foremost authorities in America today on the life of C.I. Scofield.
Joseph Canfield wrote a book called, The Incredible
Scofield and his Book 32 . I highly recommend the
book to everyone! In speaking with Mr. Canfield, I
asked him if he had proof that Scofield, Rhodes and
Carnegie were associates. He said unequivocally
yes! He told me that it was well-hidden, but it was
definitely true.
Now I will be the first one to admit to you that outside of the obvious, I do not have the same proof
that Mr. Canfield has. I do not intend to go to any
efforts to gain the facts that he has. If they were
dropped in my lap, then I would most certainly
study the facts and present them as they were presented to me. The very fact that Scofield's
Re f e r e n c e B i b l e w a s c o p y r i g h t e d b y O x f o r d
University in 1917 and printed at the Oxford Press
is all of the evidence that I need to say that there
was absolutely a connection between those three
men. Whether they sat down in some dark corner of
some basement somewhere in collusion is immate-
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rial. Scofield's writings bare out the facts that
whether it was physical or spiritual or whatever,
there was most definitely a Scofield, Rhodes,
Carnegie connection.
Rhodes wrote of a one-world superstate. Scofield
confirmed it. Rhodes wrote that his race was superior and therefore should dominate the world.
Scofield confirmed it. For instance, exactly what
does Scofield mean when he writes on Page 160 in
his book, What Do the Prophets Say? —
“The futility of the ideal commonwealths of
Plato and the others is precisely the futility of
all superficial optimism — the notion that for
the common good men are going to give up
ambition, greed and pride. We read their
Utopias with a little sadness. The race, after
all, is one; and it is a kind of corporate logic
which keeps the hope of a golden age alive in
the universal human mind. It is the conviction, vague and undefined but real, that the
divine wisdom and power in the human experiment requires a majestic vindication — a vindication that can only come through a reign of
righteousness and love in the human social
order.”
Scofield goes on to say that man has an inner urge
toward perfect social order and that there is a
golden age made sure by the covenants and promises of the Almighty. But with this teaching of
Scofield, he runs into an admitted road-block with
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the Bible students of his day. On Page 161, Scofield
admits the following:
“Doubtless the whole subject has been made
an offense to many sincere and well-meaning
students of the Bible by the too exclusively
Jewish conception of the "age to come" in controversies over it. That the coming age is to
fulfill the Davidic Covenant of the earth-rule
of Messiah, as explained by the Prophets and
confirmed by the oath of Jehovah and the
message through Gabriel, is most true. But
the New Testament lifts the work and purpose
of the age to come into a breadth and majesty far beyond the promises to Israel, while
including — nay, resting upon, those promises....The Davidic Covenant is indeed to be
fulfilled in the age to come, but a vastly
grander thing is fulfilled — the destiny of the
race.”
What? Who's race? Scofield's notes on Matthew 24
tell you plainly that he believes and promotes the
heresy of the "jew" as God's chosen people. In my
first book, The Religion of the New World Order, I
show you how he completely lies to say that the
word generation in verse 34 comes from the Greek
word genea (which is correct) but he gives the
reader the definition for the Greek word genos,
thus, changing the entire meaning of the passage.
Scofield transforms the gospel of personal salvation
into a gospel of nationalism and internationalism.
Scofield established a scheme of unfulfilled Bible
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prophesy in his reference Bible of 1917. In it he
prophesi es the "regathering of the Jew s to
Palestine." Poof! What happens in 1948? The nation
of Israel is restored! Hallelujah — look what God
did!
No, oh my, look what Cecil Rhodes and the Rhodes
scholars duped the world into believing was the fulfillment of Bible prophecy. Thus, when the incorporated churches and bible colleges in America fell for
the deception, they immediately gave credibility to
Scofield's scheme of Bible prophecy. The nation of
Israel becoming a state in 1948 was not the fulfillment of Bible prophecy!
Just take any encyclopedia that you can find and
look up Israel. It will tell you that on May 13, 1948,
the British controlled Palestine and at midnight May
14, 1948, the British gave up the land so that it
could prop up the new state of Israel and proclaim
it as the fulfillment of Bible prophecy!
Scofield's Reference Bible and his other writings try
to convince people that the earth is in her final
days. The earth-rule of the Messiah, a one-world,
political, universal, spiritual, Israelitish government
will soon take over all of the governments of the
world. This is the message of British Israel. The
British Israelite believes that the lost tribes of
Israel migrated to Great Britain. They believe that it
is their destiny to rule the world. They actually
believe that the throne in England is the actual
throne of King David 33 and when they are ready,
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they will take the throne from England, to
Jerusalem, and there they will rule the world in
their divinely prophesied one world government.
I was recently challenged to find "one word" in the
Scofield Reference Bible that supports British
Israelism. The interesting thing about this challenge
is that I could simply just hand over the book to the
man. In one of the best books that I have ever
read, called the Union Jack, the writer gives some
of the best evidence of Scofield's collusion that can
be found.
The following is quoted directly from a book written
by William C. Nabors in 1944. Nabors is a British
Israelite and was one of the foremost writers within
the British Israel World Federation. In his book,
PROPHECY ON PARADE, here's what Nabors had to
say:
page 188..."the plan of the Bible requires and
demands the reunion of the British
Commonwealth and the United States to furnish the leadership of the nations of Israel"...
What this means is that as the empire increases,
America decreases and a share in the loot is the
only bait. The United States is the loot and most
prized of all. The British Israel teaching is that the
U.S. is the lend lease of Manasseh and it is
America's lot to finance her own destruction.
On page 94 of PROPHECY ON PARADE 34 , Nabors
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continues in speaking of a justification for the coming tribulation that Scofield prophesies as getting
ready to take place on the earth.
"This judgement will destroy the last phase of
this Gentile power and elevate to world rule a
corrected, purified and restored Israel....
(then on page 58)...
“When the smoke of this World War and the
effect of the worldwide famine passes, the
British empire and America will emerge as the
possessors of the only surviving economy and
will take their places to heal a world that will
then be ready for a doctor. The throne of
David will be at the head of world government
and the American dollar and the British pound
sterling, perfectly and righteously blended
together and freed from all marks of Babylon,
shall dominate the commerce of the world....”
(page 24)...
“the solution for world peace lies in world commerce....Let us remind ourselves again that the
throne of David which we now identify as the
throne of the British Commonwealth in London
was established forever (II Samuel 7:8-16). All
talk of the collapse of the British Empire and
the removal of its government seat is therefore
definitely not of the book. David's throne is as
sure as day and night." (my emphasis added)
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On page 146 of PROPHECY ON PARADE, Nabors
reveals to his reader the purpose of the coming
Great Tribulation that Scofield says is in our future.
"But in the final struggle in the time of judgement, all nations will be involved and Israel
will be reunited. The reunion first to take
place is between Ephraim (Britain) and
Manasseh (U.S.) to reunite the sons of
Joseph who inherit the leadership of the
elect."
What you must realize is that through Scofield's
Reference Bible, this Great Tribulation period which
will bring about the demise of the United States of
America is to take place and the people of the U.S.
are begging for it because they have bought this lie
that it is the fulfillment of Bible prophecy.
Nabors states on Page 159:
"The goal is to establish the kingdom of God
on earth; and the road is a series of human
experiences planned in the Divine foreknowledge of God dealing with the peoples of the
world to produce the goal. When we understand the plan of the Bible for culminating
events, we readily see all world affairs since
the beginning of World War I conform to a
plan exactly fitting the writings of the prophets." (my emphasis added)
What Nabors is really saying is that through the use
of religion, i.e., Scofield's millenialism, and the rev-
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erent Rhodes scholar, history is being enacted to fit
the writings of the prophets and then events are
explained and justified to the people in terms of
them being the fulfillment of Bible prophecy.
Between this chapter and the last one, what I have
tried to do was give you a sketch of a conspiracy on
such a high plane that it's depth and vastness is
almost incomprehensible. I showed you the history
of the Rhodes scholar and showed you how their
activity has affected the world scene. What I have
just shown you about British Israelism should have
absolutely appalled you.
These two instruments have openly admitted that
they are playing with the United States like a child
plays with a toy. The United States is considered a
puppet in the hands of these conspirators who have
a larger plan than just the recovery of the United
States as a notch on their belt.
I have shown the plan of Rhodes. I have shown the
plan of British Israel. Both of these ideals could and
should have volumes written about them in exposing their sinisterness.
I must show
strate to the
that matter,
the Kingdom

these connections in order to demonpeople of America and to the world for
what happened to the true gospel of
of Christ.

It has been forcefully hidden, attacked and discredited because a few men dreamed of a one-world
superstate dominated by the British. The gospel of
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the Kingdom of Christ is the only real threat to the
realization of these wicked men's plans.
Scofield is the modern day American preacher who
is responsible for snowballing this change in the gospel of the kingdom. In THE TRIUMPH OF BRITISH
ISRAEL, by Rev. James Mountain, D.D., a noted
British Israelite author, Mountain tells his readers
that:
"It will be observed that we make frequent quotations from 'THE SPEAKERS COMMENTARY,'
one of the most learned of its day, and prepared largely by Bishops of the Church of
England; also from 'SCOFIELD REFERENCE
BIBLE' which was prepared by eight of the most
learned and eminent American Divines, including the Rev. Arthur T. Pierson, D.D., who for
many years was a regular speaker at the
Keswick Convention. When the name of Dr.
Scofield only is given, SCOFIELD'S REFERENCE
BIBLE is to be understood."
Now to be completely impartial and upfront, I need
to finish the quote. Please take note however, that
the above statement was said by one of the main
leaders from the British Israel World Federation. He
has just finished saying that the Scofield Reference
Bible is one that many British Israelite quotations
are taken from. Now here's the rest of the quote:
"So far as we know, none of the Authors of these
valuable Commentaries has given any direct
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endorsement of British-Israel teaching. But our
readers will perceive that their interpretations of
many important parts of the Holy Scripture furnish valuable indirect support to the fundamental statements of British-Israel advocates."
In another British Israel World Federation book,
called THE JUDGEMENT OF THE NATIONS IN THE
GREAT PYRAMID'S PROPHECY, by David Davidson,
page 25 states:
"We are now, obviously, at the beginning of the
period of prophecy known as the time of 'Jacob's trouble' (Jer. 30). The best guide to the
significance of that 'trouble,' in relation to
our own history, is the life of Jacob, particularly when 'mystically' interpreted under
the helpful guidance of the annotations
and headings in The Holy Bible: WITH
SCOFIELD REFERENCES...(his emphasis, not
mine)
(page 26)
. . . D r. S c o f i e l d ' s m a r g i n a l a n n o t a t i o n s t o
Genesis 33 are instructive as to the successive
steps of Jacob."
The truth is, Scofield's Bible develops a World
Israelite political state which he says is promised to
the seed of Abraham. He teaches the coming of a
new Judaic Heaven on earth within Christian concepts and language and this exactly fits the fictitious Christianity of British Israel.
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From the words of the British Israelite World
Federation, there is rousing support and recommendation for their followers to read Scofield's
Reference Bible. You now have a connection
between Rhodes and Scofield with the Scofield
Reference Bible being copyrighted and printed at
Oxford. Now you have a connection between the
British Israel World Federation and Scofield. You
have his obvious teachings concerning the gospel of
the Kingdom being invalid for today. What else do
you need?
Scofield's millenialism is a tool of the New World
One World Order conspirators. Those American
churches that teach Scofield's futuristic ideals are
part of it. Scofield was used by Rhodes to neutralize
the only real threat to a one world superstate — the
gospel of the Kingdom of Christ.
The globalists could care less who promotes globalism - or why they are promoting it. They simply
want globalism promoted. The “churches” are
deceived into believing their version of a one-world
government is godly and righteous - but in all reality - they are doing the work of Satan in the name
of Christ.
Now let's get to where the rubber meets the road.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Kingdom Living

I have tried to convince you that taking a position
that the world events being staged today are
fulfillments of Bible prophecy is exactly what the
enemy has wanted. To say that there is unfulfilled
Bible prophecy is to say that Christ failed in His mission 2,000 years ago. To say that there is unfulfilled
Bible prophecy is to say the gospel of the Kingdom
is not for today. It is for a time yet in our future.
Beginning with Scofield, and then gaining momentum with each successive graduating class of "bible
students," Scofield's futuristic scheme of unfulfilled
bible prophecy strengthens the power that the New
World One World Order has over the people of the
world.
With each international event that occurs, the
preachers armed with Scofield's Oxford views, tell
their loyal pew fillers that they have just witnessed
another fulfillment of Bible prophecy. "We are nearing the end. The day of the Lord is soon at hand."
This gives added strength to the deception and lie
of Rhodes-Carnegie. The people of this world stand
in a readiness to see the fulfillment of the time of
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Jacob's trouble. "But, alas, before that day comes,
we the faithful, will be raptured away!"
What does this thinking do? It creates an atmosphere of apathy. Exactly what Rhodes needed.
The religious people take on the idea that everything happening today is the fulfillment of Bible
prophecy.
Therefore, not only is there nothing that you
can do about it, there is nothing that you
should do about it. No obstacles. Nothing messy.
Rhodes is accomplishing his dreams, and the people
of the world — led by Fundamentalist pastors — are
begging for it!
What if what I have said to you is true? What if all
of this "stuff" that is going on in the world today is
not the fulfillment of Bible prophecy? What if
Christ's Kingdom is NOW and not one that is a
future, cpolitical, universal, spiritual, Israelitish one
that Scofield talks about? What if the gospel of the
Kingdom is the only gospel capable of regenerating
a lost man and bringing him to a place of salvation
with God?
If this is true, then the situation that we have
allowed ourselves to be put into by following false
leaders is one of such far reaching consequence
that it is almost incomprehensible to realize how far
removed we are from the true gospel of the
Kingdom of Christ.
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If Christ's Kingdom is now, then truly Rhodes and
his cronies would run head into the messiest situation that they would have ever thought about. The
reason being, if Christ is King now, then the responsibility of the believer would be one of obedience to
our Lord's teaching concerning non-conformity to
this world's system.
But as it is now, Rhodes' deception has been one
that has convinced the American "christian" that his
responsibility is one of conformity to this world system and non-conformity to the true Kingdom of
Christ. The reasoning coming from Scofield's teaching is that Christ is not King now — but He is a King
to come. When He sets up His Kingdom, then the
responsibility of conforming to His Kingdom will be
in place. Just not now.
John the Baptist came preaching repentance
because the Kingdom of heaven was at hand. What
did that mean? If you believe the Scriptures as they
read, then you believe that John must have meant
that the Kingdom of heaven was soon to be in
place. At hand. Just around the corner. Close by. At
any minute.
Now those are words that don't cost you very much.
If I were a Scofield type theologian with a D.D.
behind my name I could get a lot of money from
you by saying, "Well, John the Baptist was really
talking about the Dispensation of time that would
see the fulfillment of the Eschatological teachings of
the Major Prophets which were recorded in ...ah for-
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get it, I can't even talk like them! The point is,
when John the Baptist preached the Kingdom is at
hand, that's what he meant.
When Christ preached the Kingdom of heaven is at
hand, that's what He meant. He wasn't saying to
those people, "If you love me, keep my commandments. Then when the Jews officially reject me, you
can still love me without doing what I say. Then for
the next 2,000 years, all of those people can love
me and disregard what I say. Then, in the Great
Tribulation period, you start preaching the kingdom
again." That just doesn’t make sense.
Christ came to this earth preaching a message of
how life should be. He taught people how their
Creator had intended for them to live. He never one
time said it was okay for people to live in sin and
disobedience and yet be able to be a part of His
Kingdom.
In fact, He said the exact opposite. This is probably
why so many people want to remove His Kingdom
from its correct place and put it somewhere in the
future. But just because His Kingdom is misunderstood, doesn't mean that we have a right to say
that it doesn't exist.
Even before the complete and full implementation
of His Kingdom, He told His disciples that He had
“ALL POWER AND AUTHORITY IN HEAVEN
AND IN EARTH....Go ye therefore...”
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He gave them all of the authority that they ever
needed! Can you just imagine this? After those disciples had lived with Christ for those years, had witnessed all of the wonderful things that He had
done, had seen Him crucified and then raised from
the dead; can you just imagine those disciples
going to some man somewhere and asking him for
permission to live the way that Christ told them to?
Christ had something to say about virtually every
aspect of life. I said that I was going to begin where
the rubber meets the road so I am just going to
jump right in and get started.
Social Security...Nothing New Under the Sun
In Mark 7, a very interesting section of dialogue is
taking place between Christ and the Pharisees.
Essentially the Pharisees were blasting Christ and
His disciples because they were not adhering to the
traditions of the Jews, specifically, of washing their
hands before they eat. This was the perfect opportunity for Christ to set them straight concerning
some of their other traditions. In verse 6 Christ
responds to the Pharisees by saying that they:
“...Honoureth God with their lips, but their
heart is far from me. Howbeit in vain do they
worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men. For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of
men, as the washing of pots and cups: and
many other such like things ye do. And he
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said unto them, Full well ye reject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your
own tradition. For Moses said, Honour thy
father and mother; and, Whoso curseth
father or mother, let him die the death: But
ye say, If a man shall say to his father or
mother, It is Corban 35 , that is to say, a gift,
by whatsoever thou mightest be profited by
me; he shall be free. And ye suffer him no
more to do ought for his father or his
mother; Making the word of God of none
effect through your tradition, which ye have
delivered: and many other such like things
do ye.”
What is Christ saying here? The Creator designed
things so that when mom and dad got too old to
take care of themselves, it then became the responsibility of the children to take care of their parents
needs. But the Jews decided they didn't like that
particular plan so they came up with their own. It
was called Corban. Each individual that wanted to
be “legally” released from the responsibility of taking care of their elderly parents would contribute to
a central fund, called Corban. When they contributed, the high priest would then give them a
release from the law of God. Does this sound even
remotely familiar? This plan was nothing more or
less than today's Social Security system. The children don't have to take care of mom and dad, the
“government” can. And yet, Christ the King said if
you participate in this program, you make God's
word of no effect in your life. In other words, God's
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word, which is the only power that regenerates a
spiritually dead person's soul, is rendered powerless because of the tradition of men.
What did Christ the King expect from the people
that He told this to? Did He expect them just to
keep on participating in it? Were they some sort of
special people that they could continue to blaspheme their Creator's foundational principles of life
and yet be a part of God's Kingdom? Did Christ
expect His followers to come out of the Corban system? Did He want them to recognize that the King
was telling them to conform to His Kingdom, which
in turn would appear to be non-conformity to the
world's system?
I think the answer to this question is clear. The
Lord Jesus meant for those that would follow Him to
repent of their wrong ways and live the way that He
had intended them to live from the beginning of
Creation.
In a conversation that I had recently with an individual that I felt was sincerely seeking truth, he
told me that he felt that the issue of Corban and the
Social Security number was basically a "non-issue."
He said that it was bordering on "Phariseeism." This
response is really interesting in light of the Mark 7
passage. The Pharisee was the one who participated
in Corban and encouraged others to participate. It
was Christ who told those Pharisees that participating in Corban made God's word of no effect in their
lives. To say that not being involved in Corban is
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borderline "Phariseeism," is to say that Christ
taught "Phariseeism." What I am trying to get people to realize is that as of A.D. 70, Christ's Kingdom
was completely instituted and it is allegiance to His
Kingdom and His ways is what life is all about.
What did Paul mean when he wrote in II Timothy
2:2-4 —
“And the things that thou hast heard of me
among many witnesses, the same commit
thou to faithful men, who shall be able to
teach others also. Thou therefore endure
hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.
No man that warreth entangleth himself with
the affairs of this life; that he may please
him who hath chosen him to be a soldier...”?
What is being said here? I go back to the early
pages of this book when I told you about the guy
who said to me that all of these "issues," i.e., Social
Security, labor tax, licensing, etc., were sidetracking me and entangling me with the affairs of this
life. This fellow is simply not thinking correctly. The
one who entangles himself with the Social Security
number, the labor tax, the licensing, etc., he is the
one who is entangled! Not the one who lives without those things.
Living without those "entanglements" is not some
life-style that is chosen out of the clear blue. It is
because we have another King. Our King does not
make those requirements of His subjects. Our King
rewards the Labourer — He doesn't tax him. Our
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King gives freedom to His subjects — not restraint.
Our King deals fairly and honestly with His subjects.
Our King wants men to flourish because of the work
of their hands. Our King wants His subjects to live
without debt because He knows that the borrower is
servant to the lender. Conversely, the nonkingdoms of this world, encourage men to be in
debt by giving them tax breaks and incentives for
incurring debt and racking up interest.
Living in the Kingdom of Christ now certainly gives
one the idea that the world is in need of being
turned completely upside down, doesn't it?
Participating in the "system" causes an individual to
live totally contrary to the teachings of Christ in virtually every aspect of life. I have given you what I
believe to be a clear teaching of Christ's on the
issue of Social Security. I have frequently used the
term "labor tax," throughout my writings. What am
I referring to?
Living in conformity to this world system means participating in acts, that according to the teachings of
Scripture would result in God turning a deaf ear to
the prayers of those trying to reach Him. Now if you
believe that you can be "saved" and not be a
"Christian," then these issues are just "non-issues."
But if Christ is King now, then this changes the
whole scenario of things.
There is a group of individuals that live in America
who call themselves "Patriots" and are among most
"thinking" people that have an innate uneasiness
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(at the least) with a tax on labor. Why? Why do
most people have some form of contempt for a
labor tax? The "Patriots" say they don't like it
because it violates their beloved Constitution. What
I am suggesting to people is that they find an
authority higher than the Constitution before they
go about risking life and property for their cause.
The Constitution is not a high enough authority for
this writer to risk anything over.
Conformity to the Kingdom of Christ means nonconformity to anything that would jeopardize my
obedience and allegiance to my King. A labor tax is
anti-Christ, anti-God, anti-Bible, anti-Kingdom of
Christ. Everywhere you look in the Scripture, taxing
labor is blasted.
I will begin my examination of these passages in
Ecclesiastes 3:12-13. The Scripture says,
“...I know that there is no good in them, but
for a man to rejoice, and to do good in his
life. And that every man should eat and
drink, and enjoy the good of all his labor, it is
the gift of God.”
How much of a man's labor does God want him to
enjoy? All of it. Not the net after taxes. All of it.
This is a basic foundational element in the Creation
of man by his Creator. In II Thessalonians 3:10, the
Apostle Paul instructs his readers along the same
line as Ecclesiastes 3. Paul says:
“For even when we were with you, this we
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commanded you, that if any would not work,
neither should he eat.
Verse 11 —
For we hear that there are among you some
which walk among you disorderly, working
not at all, but are busybodies.”
What does the combination of these two passages
of Scripture say?
First, that God intended for a man to labor (Genesis
3:19).
Then, God intends for a man to profit from his
labor.
As a result of this, God intends for a man to enjoy
the benefits of ALL his labor. It's God's gift for obeying one of the foundational precepts that the
Creator designed for His creation.
Paul says if a man doesn't work, then he doesn't
eat. II Thessalonians 3:10 “For even when we were with you, this we
commanded you, that if any would not work,
neither should he eat.”
If this is what is expected, then it should be obvious
that God intends for man to receive and partake of
the fruits of his labor.
If a man doesn't work — then he doesn't eat. That's
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Kingdom living. But if a man does work — then let
him enjoy the good of ALL HIS LABOR. YOU DON'T
TAX LABOR — IT'S PART OF KINGDOM LIVING.
In Indiana (and in almost all “states, still), it is still
against the law to tax labor. The other day I had a
plumbing problem. I did what every other redblooded man would do — I worked on that thing trying to fix it myself until I frustrated myself beyond
description and then called a plumber. The plumber
fixed that issue in a matter of minutes. All that
Liquid Plumber that I bought went to waste. That
guy fixed my problem in 10 minutes!
Since he was so efficient and fixed my problem so
well, I decided to have him do another little plumbing job for me. That job required some plumbing
parts so he left for a few minutes to go the hardware store and get the parts that he needed.
Anyway, when the guy handed me the bill, it went
like this:
Labor 1 hour — amount due....
Parts — amount due..............
Tax — amount due................
Total amount due..................

$35.00
$ 2.50
.13
$37.63

From looking at the figures above, tax was only calculated on the sale of the parts. Why?
Because in Indiana, it is still against the law to tax
labor! Look at the bills you get all of the time. Most
of the bills are divided in two separate categories,
taxable and non-taxable. That's because in virtually
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all of the States, it is still unlawful to tax labor.
Where did this precept come from? From the
Constitution? This came right out of the Scriptures.
Need some more Scriptural proof ? This is a remnant
from a time long ago in this country where people
believed in the Laws of God.
Look at Isaiah 58. This is a very important passage
of Scripture. I find its importance and relevance
extremely valuable because of Paul's reaffirmation
of it frequently in the New Testament. Verse one
starts with God telling Isaiah to:
“Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a
trumpet, and shew my people their transgressions, and the house of Jacob their sins.”
Verse one is vital because God had to raise up
Isaiah to show these people what they were doing
wrong. The people did not even realize that what
they were doing was sin. God had to raise up His
prophet to instruct the people that their ways were
wrong and that they needed to do something about
it. Verse 2:
“Yet they seek me daily, and delight to know
my ways, as a nation that did righteousness,
and forsook not the ordinance of their God:
they ask of me the ordinances of justice;
they take delight in approaching to God.”
These people WERE SINCERELY RELIGIOUS PEOPLE.
God did not question their sincerity. These people
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were honestly seeking God. Yet in verse three they
cry:
“Wherefore have we fasted, say they, and
thou seest not? wherefore have we afflicted
our soul, and thou takest no knowledge?”
These people were crying out to God. They were
fasting — but God didn't see it. They were afflicting
their souls — but God didn't see it! What could they
have possibly been doing that God would not even
acknowledge their pleadings? The answer is in the
last part of verse three.
“Behold, in the day of your fast, ye find pleasure and exact all your labours.”
What? That's what I said the first time I read it.
God was upset with them because they were too
accurate in their labour? The word exact as it is
found here comes from the Hebrew word nagas
which means to drive, (an animal, a workman, a
debtor, an army) by implication TO TAX. A RAISER
OF TAXES!
Here again, God despises TAXING LABOR!!! The
word “Behold” 36 is used here to describe the state
of wonder that God's people were involved in such a
horrible thing.
“Behold” is the same type of word that was used
when the angel told Mary that she was going to
have a baby. This is incredible! This is unbelievable!
A virgin was going to have a baby! The people think
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they are religious and are right with God — but they
TAX LABOR!
Does this apply today? GOD NEVER CHANGES; THE
SAME YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND FOREVER!?! Want to
go back and see if you can find a loophole somewhere? Did God decide to change His opinion on taxing labor because most all the religious people in
America didn't know that God doesn't like taxing
labor?
Why do we think we can do the same things today
that God said he hated at a different point in time but that same hatred for sin does not apply?
There was obviously a time in this country when
men knew that God despised a tax on labor. What
happened? Do you think that maybe Scofield and
Rhodes had anything to do with men somehow not
knowing that God despises a tax on labor?
Bill Benson, a renowned "Patriot" did an interesting
service to "Patriots." He traveled to all of the States
that participated in the supposed ratification of the
16th Amendment to the Constitution. That's the one
that gave Congress the power to raise and collect
taxes on incomes from whatever source
derived....etc.
What he found was that not one of those States
that voted on that Constitutional Amendment had
properly ratified the Amendment.
Well, regardless of whether they did or not is imma-
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terial for this writing. The fact that it is against the
Laws of the Creator is all that matters. But what is
interesting is the date in which this supposedly
became law. 1913. This was right in the "hey-day"
of the great C.I. Scofield. This was when Scofield
really got "puffed" in his attempt to change the
preaching concerning the Gospel of the Kingdom.
Any connection? You be the judge.
In Malachi 3, God begins His final declaration on the
city and people of Jerusalem and Judah in that the
day would come that he would completely wipe
them off the face of the earth.
Detail is given in the book, The Religion of the New
World Order as to the significance of this passage
as it relates to the establishment of the Kingdom in
A.D. 70. But something else is interesting in this
chapter. God tells them why He was going to come
to them in judgement. In verse 5 he says:
“And I will come near to you to judgement;
and I will be a swift witness against the sorcerers, and against the false swearers, AND
A G A I N S T T H O S E T H AT O P P R E S S T H E
HIRELING IN HIS WAGES......”
God said again...YOU TAXED LABOR! I HATE IT! YOU
ARE GOING TO BE DESTROYED BECAUSE OF IT! I
am amazed again at this one. How could this be so
completely overlooked? Especially with it being so
close to verse eight.
In the New Testament, Paul states twice that labor
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is not to be taxed. He even relates it back to the
Old Testament where God even forbade working an
animal without letting the animal enjoy the good of
his labor. I Timothy 5:18 and I Corinthians 7:10 are
the references.
“For the scripture saith, Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn. And,
The labourer is worthy of his reward.”
“Who goeth a warfare any time at his own
charges? who planteth a vineyard, and
eateth not of the fruit thereof ? or who
feedeth a flock, and eateth not of the milk of
the flock?
8 Say I these things as a man? or saith not
the law the same also?
9 For it is written in the law of Moses, Thou
shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that
treadeth out the corn. Doth God take care for
oxen?
10 Or saith he it altogether for our sakes?
For our sakes, no doubt, this is written: that
he that ploweth should plow in hope; and
that he that thresheth in hope should be partaker of his hope.”
James 5 brings us to another interesting note on
labor taxes. In verse 4, James has instructed the
Jews that the fulfillment of Malachi's prophecy was
getting ready to happen to that generation that he
(James) was writing to. In verse one James tells
them that they should go and howl for the miseries
that were getting ready to come upon them. He
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tells them that the riches that they accumulated
were cankered and rusted and that they would be a
witness against them. In verse 4 he tells them:
“Behold, (there's that word again) the hire of
the labourers who have reaped down your
fields, which is of you kept back by fraud,
crieth; and the cries of them that have
reaped are entered into the ears of the Lord
of Sabaoth.”
Why the word “Behold” again? Because God has
told them time after time after time. But they
keep doing it. I'm sure that they were working
within the system to bring about change, but I
guess they just couldn't get the job done.
GOD DESPISES TAXING LABOR. If you contract a
man to work in your field, and you tell him that
you will pay him 2 ounces of silver per hour and
if he works 10 hours — THEN PAY HIM 20
OUNCES OF SILVER. You don't pay him 8 ounces
and then give the rest away for social security,
federal, state, local, medicare, national health
care, baby-sitting, workman's compensation (or
nonworkman's compensation), rainy day, cloudy
day, wrong time of the month day, save the butterfly day...etc., etc.
PAY THE MAN WHAT YOU OWE HIM!
I know that they will threaten you with jail if you
don't participate in this. I know that they will
threaten you with stealing your property if you
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don't abide by their kingdom's rules. THAT'S WHY
CHRIST THE KING SAID
“BUT FEAR NOT THEM WHICH KILL THE BODY,
BUT WHICH ARE NOT ABLE TO KILL THE
SOUL: BUT RATHER FEAR HIM WHO IS ABLE
TO DESTROY BOTH THE SOUL AND BODY IN
HELL.”
Who said that? Some Pharisee trying to get you to
conform to a bunch of non-issues? No, those are
the words of CHRIST THE KING! The only KING. No
SOVEREIGNS BUT CHRIST!!! Not, no other sovereigns, BUT NO SOVEREIGNS BUT CHRIST. There are
no other sovereigns for the believer. (Thou shalt
have no other gods - sovereigns before me!)
Governments that do not recognize King Jesus and
His Laws are non-governments. THERE IS NO KING
BUT JESUS!
For the IRS agents, police officers, etc., who are
reading these words - “Am I become your enemy
because I tell you the truth?” (Galatians 4:16).
The Bible says in Psalm 33:8-13 —
“Let all the earth fear the LORD: let all the
inhabitants of the world stand in awe of him.
For he spake, and it was done; he commanded, and it stood fast.
The LORD bringeth the counsel of the heathen to nought: he maketh the devices of the
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people of none effect.
The counsel of the LORD standeth for ever,
the thoughts of his heart to all generations.
Blessed is the nation whose God is the LORD;
and the people whom he hath chosen for his
own inheritance.
The LORD looketh from heaven; he beholdeth
all the sons of men.”
God’s eyes are on you! Can you not plainly see all
the problems facing the U.S. today? “Blessed is the
nation whose God is the Lord.” I did not write these
things. This is what the God of heaven says. You
cannot constantly war against God and His ways
and His people and expect to get by with it.
When people turn against God and His ways,
destruction comes thereafter. This appeal to return
to the God of the Bible is NOT criminal speech. It
comes from love for my fellow man and the knowledge that only a return to God and His ways will
save us.
Back to James! There are some very valuable bits of
information in the James 5:4 verse. James tells
them that
“...the cries of the labourers have reached
the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.”
A simple word study of the word Sabaoth 37 tells us
that the word means the military epithet of God.
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Taxing labor makes God so angry that He wants to
go to war. God DESPISES A TAX ON LABOR.
So what can we do? If conformity to His Kingdom
appears to be non-conformity to the non-kingdoms
of this world. Then so be it. We must obey God
rather than man. Well, shouldn't we work within the
system to change the system? The “system” is
PERFECT! The “system” needs no changing!
For the Christian, the only recognizable “system” is
THE KING'S! Conformity to His Kingdom and His
ways is what it is about. "But I love this country,
and I want it to come back to God."
When you come into the Kingdom of Christ, you
become a stranger and a pilgrim in this world. You
have no country. You have no nation. We identify
with the faith of Abraham of whom it was said in
Hebrews 11:13-16:
“These all died in faith, not having received
the promises, but having seen them afar off,
and were persuaded of them, and embraced
them, and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth. For they that
say such things declare plainly that they seek
a country. And truly, if they had been mindful
of that country from whence they came out,
they might have had opportunity to have
returned. But now they desire a better country, that is, an heavenly: wherefore God is
not ashamed to be called their God: for he
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hath prepared for them a city.”
The non-governments of this world have officially
declared war on the Kingdom of Christ. They have
attacked it politically and spiritually. Does this
mean that we, as citizens of the Kingdom of Heaven
are bound to a life of misery here on this earth? I
do not believe so. I believe that God is looking for
someone to use to stand against the nongovernments, to bring down their strongholds and
to cast down their vain imaginations. II Corinthians
10: “For though we walk in the flesh, we do not
war after the flesh:
4 (For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling
down of strong holds;)
5 Casting down imaginations, and every high
thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity
every thought to the obedience of Christ;
6 And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is fulfilled.”
Sadly, we have bought this Scofield idea that all we
should do is go to church and pray about it. Then
some day when the king returns, he will set things
straight.
Do you remember the story of Hananiah, Mishrael,
and Azariah? You may not because organized religion has not identified a problem that those three
boys had as it relates to today. We know those
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three boys more recognizably by their Babylonian
names, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. The significant part of what I just said is that the King of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar, changed those boys
names - just like Social Security did to you when
your mom and dad signed you up. My birth name
given to me by my parents was "Xxxxx Yyyyy
Zzzzzzz."
When my mom signed me up for that contract,
(while I was underaged and without my consent), the government that this illegal contract
enlisted that name with, changed the name to
XXXXXX Y. ZZZZZZZ. That is not my name. My
name is Xxxxx Yyyyy Zzzzzzz. First name, middle
name, last name. No abbreviations.
I believe that in their system, their is “legal” significance to this. This was just recently brought to my
attention. I never realized the significance until I
saw someone’s letter from that “government”
addressed to a XXXXXX Y. ZZZZZZZ.
Hananiah, Mishrael, and Azariah have given one of
the clearest examples in all of the Bible as to how
the followers of His Kingdom should respond to the
non-governments of the world.
Nebuchadnezzar had decided to pass a law that
would require Hananiah, Mishrael, and Azariah to
jeopardize their conformity to the Kingdom of God.
What was their response? They said NO. We will not
conform to your laws as they will cause us to be dis-
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obedient to our King. What happened next? The
entire Babylonian system headed by
Nebuchadnezzar acknowledged the God of those
young men. The story ended with Nebuchadnezzar
lifting up his voice to heaven saying:
(Daniel 4:34-37)
“I, Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto
heaven, and mine understanding returned
unto me, and I blessed the most High, and I
praised and honoured him that liveth forever,
whose dominion is an everlasting kingdom,
and his kingdom is from generation to generation: And all the inhabitants of the earth are
reputed as nothing: and he doeth according
to his will in the army of heaven, and among
the inhabitants of the earth: and none can
stay his hand, or say unto him, What doest
thou? At the same time my reason returned
unto me; and for the glory of my kingdom,
mine honour and brightness returned unto
me; and my counselors and my lords sought
unto me; and I was established in my kingdom, and excellent majesty was added unto
me. Now I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol
and honour the King of heaven, all whose
works are truth, and his ways judgement:
and those that walk in pride he is able to
abase.”
Did this happen because Hananiah, Mishrael, and
Azariah worked within the system to bring about a
change? No!
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They said WE WILL NOT BOW DOWN! Whether or
not OUR KING delivers us from your punishment,
WE WILL NOT BOW! They didn't bow; He delivered;
and His Kingdom was exalted!
What an example! This is classic obedience to
Matthew 10:28 AND IT HAD NOT EVEN BEEN
WRITTEN YET.
I submit to you that it had been written before. I
believe that it was written on the heart of Adam in
the day of Creation — just as it is written on your
heart today.
“Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing?
and one of them shall not fall on the ground
without your Father. But the very hairs of
your head are all numbered. Fear ye not
therefore, ye are of more value than many
sparrows.” 38
HALLELUJAH!!! BLESS GOD! Thank you for your wonderful verses of Scripture that give strength to the
soul and courage to the weak! Praise be unto God
for His wonderful dealings with men! He is our
Strength! He is our Rock! He is our Salvation, in
Him will we put our trust! Thanks be unto God for
the encouragement and refuge that we find in His
blessed words. Truly His words sustain us and are
more valuable than gold and more precious than
even our necessary food!
Well, as if we could handle any more encouragement at this point, let's look at a few New
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Testament passages.
In Acts 5, we find a very popular passage of
Scripture concerning the Apostles conformity to the
Kingdom. Of course their conformity to the Kingdom
appeared to be non-conformity to the nongovernments of the world. In this chapter, Peter
and the others had just been released from jail on
their own recognizance. They had been jailed
because they had been preaching in the name of
Jesus. The Scriptures say after they had been
threatened, they were released. Now they had been
straightly commanded not to preach the doctrine of
Christ. What was the doctrine of Christ?
They were preaching the Kingship of Christ!
They were preaching that
“GOD HATH MADE THIS SAME JESUS WHOM
YE HAVE CRUCIFIED, BOTH LORD AND
CHRIST!” 39
Peter and John's first response to the threatenings
was,
"Whether it be right in the sight of God to
hearken unto you more than unto God, judge
ye."
Then in chapter 5 when they got arrested again,
their response was,
“We ought to obey God rather than men."
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Their conformity to the Kingdom of Christ appeared
to be non-conformity to the non-governments of
the world.
I'm waiting any minute for someone to bring to me
the lost writings of the Apostles. I'm certain that
when they do, they are probably going to contain
the following scenes. Rather than Peter and John
conforming to the Kingdom of Christ by their
actions, we are going to find them holding rallies
asking the people to write their Congressmen and
tell them that they better start being better boys
and girls or we're going to get tough! Dog gone it,
we've had enough and we're not going to vote for
you guys.
Hey, good idea, let's get rid of Bush and those
mean ole Republicans and let's try Clinton and the
Democrats for a while. Isn't this little scenario a little sickening? If you call Christ King, then act like it
regardless of who calls themselves the authority of
non-government!
Who is your Christ? Who is your King? Here's who
mine is! Look at Colossians 2:6-15.
“As ye have therefore received Christ the
Lord, so walk ye in him: Rooted and built up
in him, and stablished in the faith, as ye
have been taught, abounding therein with
thanksgiving. Beware lest any man spoil you
through philosophy and vain deceit, after the
tradition of men, after the rudiments of the
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world, and not after Christ. For in him
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily. AND YE ARE COMPLETE IN HIM,
WHICH IS THE HEAD OF ALL PRINCIPALITY
AND POWER: in whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision made without
hands, in putting off the body of the sins of
the flesh by the circumcision of Christ:
Buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye
are risen with him through the faith of the
operation of God, who hath raised him from
the dead. And you, being dead in your sins
and the uncircumcision of your flesh, hath he
quickened together with him, having forgiven
you all trespasses; Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against us, which
was contrary to us, and took it out of the
way, nailing it to his cross; AND HAVING
SPOILED PRINCIPALITIES AND POWERS, HE
M A D E A S H E W O F T H E M O P E N L Y,
TRIUMPHING OVER THEM IN IT.”
This is who THE KING is! He is the One who has triumphed over all of the non-governments of the
world. He is the King of Kings and Lord of Lords.
There is NONE ELSE BESIDE HIM.
With all of this in mind, go back and look at I
Corinthians 15 again where you will find that
“He has put all things under His feet. He has
subdued ALL THINGS and has put ALL
THINGS UNDER HIM.”
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Can you not see the power in the truth that Christ
IS KING NOW!?! What this does is give people the
authority and responsibility to live the way He
wants them to - now. Living in His Kingdom is a far
superior way than what the non-kingdoms of the
world offer. He said that He came to give life, and to
give it more abundantly. 40 More abundantly than
what? Than the non-kingdoms and systems of this
world. Just think of how much better off you would
be when you get old.
The world system, headed by a ONE WORLD
HEALTH CARE PLAN has euthanasia 41 planned for
you if you live in their kingdom! Christ's Kingdom
has a peaceful and blessed time surrounded by your
beloved children and grandchildren — and great
grandchildren, perhaps. Instructing your children in
the ways of the King will ensure that when you are
old, you will continue to have life more abundantly
in the Kingdom of Christ.
Recently, my wife told her grandparents how this
was going to be a realization in our lives someday.
She received skepticism from her grandparents.
"Children don't do that these days," they said. Well
why don't they? I submit to you it is because
churches have made this a "non-issue." Stepping
out of Corban and into the Kingdom of Christ is
Phariseeism, they say.
As I read my Bible, the unpardonable sin is attributing the work of God, to the works of darkness. We
need to be so very careful when we say that certain
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things in the Scripture are "non-issues," simply
because we lack discernment and/or understanding.
There are a few more "non-issues" that I am going
to relate to you in this book. I cannot tell you how
important it is that I get you to understand that I
am talking about conformity to Christ and His
Kingdom. I am not talking about being anti-nongovernment. I am not talking about overthrowing
non-government. I am talking about conformity to
Christ's Kingdom and His righteousness. If conformity to His Kingdom appears to be non-conformity
to the non-government, then so be it. I am going to
show you a few more differences between Kingdom
living and living in the system.
Marriage.
We had a couple in our home for a visit. When they
began inquiring of us concerning Kingdom living, I
started going through a few simple examples to try
and help them get a feel for what we were talking
about.
They had knowledge of the Scriptures which was
helpful in getting them to see where we were coming from. I began by asking them if marriage was a
partnership.
I ask you, “Is marriage a partnership?” I knew the
answer that I was going to get before they even
gave it. And like 99.9% of everyone else in this society, your answer was probably the same as theirs.
They said, “Yes, marriage was a partnership.”
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According to the non-government and the systems
of this world, marriage is a partnership. But what
about in the Kingdom? Marriage is absolutely NOT A
PARTNERSHIP. Ephesians 5:22 states very plainly
that the
“...wife is to be subject to her own husband
as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head
of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the
church; and he is the saviour of the body.
Therefore as the church is subject unto
Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every thing.”
How is this a partnership? The state has made marriage a partnership in its efforts to destroy the family. When you go and get a marriage license, you
are creating, “legally,” a limited partnership with
1/3 interest the husband, 1/3 interest the wife, and
the controlling interest the state.
No one held a gun to your head and made you do
this. You did it voluntarily. You chose to live in
accordance with the system's rules of marriage. The
system's rules of marriage say that the wife is 50%
responsible for the finances of the family. This is in
total violation of Kingdom living. Where is the wife
supposed to be as far as work is concerned?
Titus 2:2 says that...
“...women are to teach the young women to
be sober, to love their own husbands, to love
their children, to be discreet, keepers at
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home, good, obedient to their own husbands,
that the word of God be not blasphemed.”
This is Kingdom living. Why do most women work
outside the home? I’m sure they have other reasons, but I think the biggest reason they do is
because in this civilization, families can not make
ends meet on the fruits of one man’s labor.
The marriage license is really interesting. Living in
the Kingdom of Christ, a marriage license is not
even something that is discussed.
Black's Law Dictionary, which is the standard for the
non-government courts and attorneys states that
“...a license is permission
authority to do an act which
out, (in other words, if you
license) would be illegal, a
tort.” 42

by competent
otherwise withdidn't have the
trespass, or a

So a license is non-government permission to do
something that is wrong. Is marriage wrong? Didn't
the King put in His law book that MARRIAGE WAS
HONOURABLE? 43 He did say that. There is nothing
wrong with marriage. It is a wonderful picture of
Christ and His love for His people. Why in the world
would you get a license to get married?
Even though it doesn't apply to me in any shape or
form, I looked up the definition for marriage license
in Black's Law Dictionary. It said, permission to
intermarry. I then looked up intermarry. It said mis-
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cegenation. I then looked up miscegenation.
According to their own law, the only people required
by their law to get a marriage license, or permission to marry, were people that were marrying
between races. Their own law dictionary says that
miscegenation is a marriage between different
races, such as a White person and a Negro. That's
what their law says.
According to their own law, they are saying that
only people who intend to do something wrong, are
people that need a license. Now, I am not going to
get into interracial marriages in this book, but I do
want to say that Noah found grace in the eyes of
the Lord because God said that Noah was the only
one left on the earth that had not mixed the races.
It's there for you to see for yourself. I'm not going
to spoon-feed that one. It says that Noah was perfect in his generations.
With that in mind, I do want to say one final thing
about this, if indeed it is wrong to mix the races in
the eyes of God, then it is a complete abomination
for a non-government to grant license to disobey
God's law. This is being licentious. God despises
licentiousness, which simply means using license.
Licentiousness means the same as lasciviousness
found in Gal. 5:19 and other places.
So why do the non-governments of the world try
and tell people to get a marriage license? The
answer is simple. Control. They claim “legal” say-so
in the affairs of your "marriage" and you gave it to
them voluntarily. What once was between a man a
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woman and God, has now been replaced with man,
woman and the state. It is not adultery to have a
three-party relationship with God — but it is arguably adultery, if not idolatry, to have a three-party
relationship between a man, a woman, and the
state.
When Jeremiah said that the whole nation committed adultery, what was he saying? Did he really
mean that every single person in Israel had committed adultery? It is more realistic to say that
Jeremiah was speaking on a spiritual plane, somewhat like that of today. Ninety-nine point nine percent of all "married" people in this country have
marriage licenses. That is a three-party marriage in
which God is not a part of. It is a marriage between
the man, the woman, and the state. It is spiritual
adultery.
This is an issue because the KING of KINGS does
not require a license to marry. Having a marriage
license given by the non-governments of this world
system is conformity to the system and nonconformity to the true Kingdom of Christ.
So what's the answer if you are convicted inyour
heart for this? You divorce the state. You do not
divorce your spouse because THE KING hates
divorce when it involves people. But divorcing the
state is obedience to THE KING.
I see this marriage issue as being one that should
be easily understood as it relates to Kingdom living.
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In today’s society, what is the enticement for people to get the marriage license? Is it not for tax reasons? Isn't it so that you can have deductions on
your taxes? See, again, this non-government system rewards you for living contrary to the way the
King of Kings wants you to live.
What I am trying to bring out in this section of my
book is that people who call Christ King and who
claim to be a part of His Kingdom need to realize
that this involves every aspect of life. Entangling
yourself with the non-governments of this world is
parallel to the days when the Israelites told Samuel
to tell God that they wanted a "king" just like
everyone else. But God said, "No, I am the only
King that you need." But the people told Samuel
GIVE US A KING. God then told Samuel to tell them
what it was going to be like when they got their
"king." I Samuel 8:11-18 —
“And he said, This will be the manner of the
king that shall reign over you: He will take
your sons, and appoint them for himself, for
his chariots, and to be his horsemen; and
some shall run before his chariots. And he
will appoint him captains over thousands,
and captains over fifties; and will set them to
ear his ground, and to reap his harvest, and
to make his instruments of war, and instruments of chariots. And he will take your
daughters to be confectionaries, and to be
cooks, and to be bakers. And he will take
your fields, and your vineyards, and your
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oliveyards, even the best of them, and give
them to his servants. And he will take the
tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards,
and give to his officers, and to his servants.
And he will take your menservants, and your
maidservants, and your goodliest young men,
and your asses, and put them to work. He
will take the tenth of your sheep: and ye
shall be his servants. And ye shall cry out in
that day because of your king which ye shall
have chosen you; and the Lord will not hear
you.”
Wow!!! So what did these people do? Did they say,
"Hey, we're getting ready to make the biggest mistake in the history of mankind! We better change
our minds!!??" No they didn't. They said,
"Nay, but we will have a king over us; that
we also may be like all the nations.”
Just who was it that told you that you were required
to have a marriage license? And just exactly what
does this have to do with the Israelites wanting a
king? It has everything to do with everything. The
simple fact is this. No one has required you to get a
marriage license. No one has required you to take a
"king." You/we did it voluntarily. The marriage
license is registered with the Department of Trade
and Commerce. What does that mean to you?
Hopefully you should be able to see that it means
that the "kings of the non-governments" of this
world think you are nothing more than cattle! AND
WE DID THIS VOLUNTARILY!
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A few years ago a man that I knew was having marital problems and it got so bad that his wife actually
filed for divorce. Upon being stunned by the reality
of "no-fault" divorce he came upon the revelation
that the “court” had violated his "religious liberty"
in granting the divorce even though he didn't want
it. He told me that he was going to sue the government because the Bible says,
“Whatsoever therefore God hath
together, let not man put asunder.” 44

joined

And since man had "put asunder" he was going to
sue for religious persecution. The simple, but rude
fact of this story is this: THE STATE PUT THE
MARRIAGE TOGETHER AND THE STATE CAN TAKE IT
APART WHENEVER IT WANTS AND HOWEVER IT
WANTS. God is not even in the picture and we
kicked him out voluntarily!
We asked for the "king" and we got it! No one
required it of us — we prostituted ourselves for a
pittance called a tax deduction. We should be so
happy to have such a terrible king that Samuel
promised — he only stole 10%. Well, Samuel also
told those Israelites that their new king would take
their children away, and take their lands away. Does
any of this sound even remotely familiar?
God is looking for people who are not ashamed to
call Him King. He is looking for a people who desire
a better country, that is, an heavenly: wherefore
God is not ashamed to be called their God: for he
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hath prepared for them a city.
After marriage, what is the next thing we need to
consider that we do to conform to the systems of
the world?
When a man and a woman live together (even with
a marriage license) generally something unique and
wonderful happens — a child is born.
Now the Scriptures tell us plainly that children are
an heritage of the Lord. 45 Through many different
Biblical illustrations we see that God gives people
children for the express purpose of raising them to
walk according to His ways. Some have even said
that the children are only "on loan" from God to the
parents. To a certain extent I can agree with this
thinking. But what happens when the parents —
who are already property of the state through the
marriage license — get their children birth certificates?
Legally, the parents give away, VOLUNTARILY, their
status as the sole provider, protector, and guide for
the children, to the state. The child immediately is
placed under the jurisdiction of the State Child
Welfare Services and at that point the legal rights
of the parents are removed from their rightful, Godgiven place and transferred to the State.
This is not something that was forced upon anyone.
Out of their desire to have a "king" like everyone
else, they did this voluntarily.
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First, the parents voluntarily got the marriage
license, then they voluntarily got the birth certificate. You may not have known what you were
doing, but I can most certainly guarantee you that
the "kings" of the non-governments of this world
knew what they were doing. This is why Christ told
His disciples in a parable that the "children of this
world are in their generation wiser than the children
of light." "No man that warreth entangleth himself
with the affairs of this life." Making contracts with
foreign kings (I mean any other king than the King
of Kings) is truly a rejection of the King of Kings.
In Indiana, there is a state sponsored television
commercial that constantly refers to the children
who live in here as "our little Hoosiers." Could this
possibly be correct? Does the state have children
that belong to it? Well, say what you want. Say that
even though you have the marriage license and the
birth certificates that it doesn't matter because you
know that Christ is really your King.
Well, all I can say then is, "Just wait and see."
There are going to be many more things happening
in the way of non-government intervention in which
one day you will be forced to be in a situation
where you have to tell these non-governments to
get out of your family. Do you think that they are
going to just put their tails between their legs and
go home because you really knew all along that all
of the entanglements that you VOLUNTARILY made
with them didn't really mean anything? I honestly
hope that that would be the case. But just remem-
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ber what God told Samuel to tell those people back
in I Samuel 8. In verse 18 Samuel pleads with them
saying:
“And ye shall cry out in that day because of
your king which ye have chosen you; and the
LORD will not hear you in that day.”
I for one, am not willing to take that chance. I
would much rather conform to His Kingdom, have
no entanglements and contracts with the nongovernments of this world; and then when they
come looking for trouble, I do not want to be in the
same situation that Samuel told those Israelites
that they would be in. That is, AND THE LORD WILL
NOT HEAR YOU IN THAT DAY. Is that a risk that you
are willing to take?
Are you beginning to get the picture about this
Kingdom living? Who is your King? Is your King the
King now? Or is he a "king to come?" It makes all
the difference in the world.
Before I go on to a few other points, I would like to
remind you of a certain New Testament passage of
Scripture concerning Kingdom living.
Look at Galatians 5:22 —
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,
Meekness, temperance: against such there is
no law.”
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This is really pretty simple. If you are walking in
the Kingdom of Christ and being led by the Spirit,
you are living a life in which no laws are violated or
broken. Here's a major place where Scofield's
schemes are brought into the attack on the true
Kingdom of Christ. Here is where I believe the most
important part of Spiritual warfare has taken place.
Christ said in Matthew 6:33 —
“Seek ye FIRST the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness, and all these things shall be
added unto you.”
Christ told His followers to SEEK THE KINGDOM
FIRST. Before you do anything — SEEK THE
KINGDOM. He said DO THIS FIRST.
But Scofield and other “preachers” have convinced
the people today that Christ's Kingdom is somewhere in the future. This effectively nullifies the
entire sum of the Scriptures and the teachings of
Christ.
This brings me back to where the Baptist preacher
told me years ago that my problem was that I
believed in “Lordship salvation.” Well, yes, I do
believe in Lordship salvation!
“For whosoever shall call upon the name of
the LORD shall be saved.” 46
I do not however, believe that someone has to be a
theologian in order to be saved. But I most cer-
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tainly believe that someone must know something
about Christ and His Kingdom in order to accept it!
The thought dawned on me a few years ago that
while I was raised in the organized church, I was
taught all about the Old Testament historical stories. I knew the story of Creation. I knew the story
of Joseph. I was told the story of David and Goliath.
And of course, I was told the story about Jonah and
the whale, big fish, sea monster, or whatever else
they want to spend their time fighting over. (The
other day I heard someone say that it was a
Russian submarine). So I had some knowledge of
the Old Testament Scriptures.
Then the New Testament that I was taught was of
course, Christ's birth (on December 25th), how he
turned the water into Welch's Grape Juice (unsweetened), how he fed the five thousand, and how he
raised Lazarus from the dead. I was also taught
how that He was crucified, rose again, and
ascended into Heaven. The rest of my upbringing in
the organized church dealt with the Rapture, 666
the mark of the Beast, Satan, The Great Tribulation,
and the 1,000 Year Millennial Reign of Christ on this
Earth — and how that if I was good, I'd rule and
reign over big cities, but if I was bad; I'd probably
end up being a garbage collector.
What dawned on me was this: I was taught a lot of
OT stuff and a lot of futuristic stuff, but I was
taught very little of the teachings of Christ.
I started to realize that Christ had something to say
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about virtually every single issue of life. He had
opinions on life and THOSE OPINIONS OF HIS WERE
WHAT HE INTENDED FOR HIS DISCIPLES TO WALK
IN. He told His disciples to pray like this:
“THY KINGDOM COME, THY WILL BE DONE,
IN EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN.”
Well, His Kingdom came and it is now our responsibility to live according to His will on this earth!
That is what we are here for.
To walk in His ways. To be a light to a blind world.
To proclaim that He is King — not by our speech —
but by our walk. In Romans 12:2 the Scripture
says:
“And be not conformed to this world, but be
ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and
acceptable, and perfect will of God.”
Well, how do you do that? By walking in the Light as
He is in the Light. Things are proven by action —
not by words. If He is King, then walk like it.
I submit to you that the reason that men don't walk
like it is because the religious leaders of yesterday
and today have taken away the key of knowledge.
They have nullified the words of Christ concerning
seeking first His Kingdom and His righteousness
and they have substituted it with a fleshly future
kingdom that is based on a lie.
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Men don't seek His Kingdom today because the
preachers have convinced them that it is a futile
thing to do. After all, righteousness, which is simply
right doing, is the ethical keyword of the age to
come.
Today, in America in particular, everyone is a
"Christian." Even the "jews" are christians. The
"jews" will gladly stand up and hail that America
was founded on the judeo-christian ethic.
But Christ said that
“...because straight is the gate and narrow is
the way, few there be that find it.”
But everyone's a christian. So here again, the
words of Christ are nullified. His own words say that
there is a seeking of the Kingdom involved in the
matter. Scofield and his people have eliminated the
necessity of "seeking," for they have readily and
completely identified Christ's Kingdom as a future,
political, social, Israelitish, earthly kingdom.
Would to God that everyone in America was a
"christian." But the simple fact is, that America has
been so attacked and bombarded with a pseudogospel, that the people in this country have not
even had the true gospel of the Kingdom of Christ
presented to them.
One of the next issues that I would like to present
to you is the truth behind the "church" in America. I
guess a more obvious place to start this section
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would have been at the beginning of the issues section. But it really isn't going to make much difference because if you have stayed with me this far,
then a little thing like talking about the incorporated church after we talk about social security, or
vice versa is pretty trivial.
The Incorporated “Church.”
About a year or so ago I was talking to a friend out
east about the "corporate church." I was trying to
get him to understand that I was talking about corporations as they relate to state governments. He
thought that I was talking about “corporation" as
in, body of believers. Nothing could be more misunderstood. I was trying to get this man to see the
total disregard of the Scriptures of "incorporating
the church."
To make sure that there is no further misunderstanding I am talking about what happens when a
group of people get together and "start" a new
church.
As I was taught in "bible" college, when you get a
few people together and decide to begin a new
assembly, you go and find you an attorney who can
'draw' up the necessary paper work so that you can
have a legally recognized "church."
So, the "pastor" of this new assembly of people
goes down on Monday morning to the local attorney
and has him do the necessary paperwork to create
a non-profit ecclesiastical corporation. Included in
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this "paperwork" are the new church by-laws, which
are “rules of procedure.” This creates a church
board which consists of a president, secretary, and
treasurer, as well as trustees.
The Scriptures plainly lay out the different "offices"
in the church. Can you find anywhere in there that
it talks about a "President of the Corporation" or
the "Secretary or Treasurer?" How about the Board
of Trustees? Are those offices listed in the
Scriptures somewhere? No, they're not! In fact, the
only "board" that is mentioned is the one that Paul
floated to shore on after his shipwreck!
So, once this is done, the lawyer tells the "pastor"
to go back and get a church vote on this "necessary
paperwork." So, he goes back, tells the people to
vote yes, and away we go.
Before this new assembly of believers has even got
their feet wet, they have tossed Christ out from
their midst and they have placed themselves in the
exact same place that the Israelites did when they
told Samuel they wanted a "king" like everyone
else!
Now keep in mind that all the while that they have
done this, the pastor has kept preaching — "Christ
is King! Christ is the Head of this Church! We recognize that Christ is over all things to His church!"
Well, all of that sounds good until everyone begins
shaking their heads at each other wondering why
their churches are dead! They wonder why their
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church is powerless. They preach that the "gates of
hell will not prevail over Christ's church" yet, the
church in America is so weak and powerless, that it
has become a shame and disgrace and mockery in
the world. Rather than begin to identify this as
some foundational problem, the "pastors" of these
government corporations pass the mocking off as
the fulfillment of Bible prophecy.
When the world laughs at the ineptness and powerlessness of the church, the "pastors" of these
places take comfort and convince their followers to
take comfort, in that, we must be doing something
right to have this happening to us! What a horrible
misrepresentation of the truth.
Recently a friend of mine sent me a newsletter from
some “ministry” who was doing nothing but propagating destruction in the name of Christ. His newsletter was called a "bible prophecy fulfillment
watch."
He had several pages attributed to the supposed fulfillment of 666, the mark of the beast. He showed
all different kinds of receipts and government documents showing that the world is preparing its system of 666, the mark of the beast, for full implementation.
Were this newsletter not so disheartening, it would
have been nothing less than comical. My friend
wrote a note to me on the bottom of the page that
said, “Our only hope of winning is that the conspirators laugh themselves to death!”
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The New World One World conspirators use these
"corporate" “churches” to their advantage in the
same way that a puppeteer controls his puppets.
I am going to discuss the corporate “church” issue
in a little different way. What follows is a letter that
I wrote to a man who told me that the "corporate
church" in America has added "cultural value" to
this society and that it should be protected at all
costs. I am not going to publish this man's name
out of respect for him.
Dear Sir
I feel compelled to send you this letter as a result
of our phone conversation the other evening. I simply want to give you my feelings concerning some
of the things that we talked about.
The first issue that I would like to address is your
idea that the “church” of America has added “cultural value” to our country and thus it would be a
terrible thing to have them shut down.
I want to tell you that the only thing that the
“church” in America has added in the years since
1913 has been nothing but detriment. There is no
truth to be found in the state-owned and operated
churches in this country. They have been successfully infiltrated with state purchased “pastors” who
have been indoctrinated with the religion of the
New World Order. The “educations” of these socalled pastors has been subsidized and paid for by
government money via student loans, VA paid
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schooling, and government grants.
Why would the U.S. government so readily support
the efforts of individuals to obtain religious education when everyone in government is so adamant
about this “separation of church and state” malarky? The reason is simple. They are not paying for
religious education. They are paying for the use of
these men’s future positions, in that, when they
obtain positions of “leadership” inside these socalled “churches," they will repay their benefactors
with the brainwashing of their followers. This brainwashing consists in the following areas:
• That men have the authority from God to set
up their own “governments” and make their own
“laws.”
• The attitude that no matter what “gov’t”
does, the people must follow.
• All taxes are biblical, therefore, they must
be paid.
• Social Security and its number is not discussed in the Scriptures, therefore, we must
comply.
• There is nothing wrong with the Social
Security number.
• Insurance is the Law!
• All law is good law! Obey the laws of the
land. (They actually convince people that this
phrase is in the Bible).
• Marriage is a civil contract that falls under
the jurisdiction of “gov’t.”
• There is nothing wrong with paper money,
banking, and interest (usury).
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• All of God’s law was done away with at the
cross.
• The Jews in Palestine are God’s chosen people.
All of this basically translates into the belief by the
people that fill the pews of the “churches” in
America that - government is God. Because of this
teaching that grace has eliminated all of man’s
responsibility to the Law Word of God, what has happened is that the people in the “churches” have
become antinomians.
The problem with this is that they have done
exactly what the Pharisees indoctrination did 2,000
years ago when the Jews cried out, WE HAVE NO
KING BUT CAESAR. They threw out God’s Law and
His (Christ's) teachings, in favor of man’s teachings
and traditions. (See Mark Chapter 7 to see the parallel between then and now, in regards to Social
Security).
I am searching for some redeeming value to these
“church buildings”, yet, each time I look, I am further and further repulsed.
“Christian television” is so evil it makes me want to
throw up every time I see one of those people on
there. Their women look like prostitutes. The men
look like queers. Their doctrines and teachings on
the Scripture are so far gone - they cannot be born
again.
John says very plainly that if we say we have light
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and walk in darkness we lie and do not the truth.
There is no fellowship with Christ while walking in
darkness. In peddling their wares and making merchandise of their followers, they continue to destroy
this country by the constant use of Master Card,
VISA, Discover Cards and the like. Master Card’s
own advertising slogan is “SO WORLDLY SO
WELCOME.” Well, that sums it up. That is very fitting for this so-called “church” in America and its
“cultural value.” The very foundation of these socalled “churches” should so obviously be the family
- yet the divorce rate inside the “church” is nearly
the same as it is with the “unchurched.” By the
way, is marriage a “partnership?” The great family
men of the “church” in America would say so.
The teaching that marriage is a “partnership” is the
official position of the state. It is not, however, the
official position of the Lord Jesus. Ephesians tells us
plainly that the “husband is the head of the wife,
even as Christ is the head of the church.” This is by
no means a partnership. This brainwashing has
eroded the family in that people now believe that
the woman is 50% responsible for the income and
support of the family. I challenge you to find me
any “church” in America that teaches marriage
Scripturally. Find me a “church” where it is taught
that God does not condone women working outside
the home. The Scripture says that women are to be
“keepers at home.”
We have “churches” in this country that not only
advocate women working outside the home, they
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even make it profitable by creating “state-licensed,
certified day cares” to baby-sit the children so that
it will be easier for the woman to work outside the
home. If the “church” was interested in adding “cultural value” to this country, then it would start by
teaching what God’s word says about the family.
Instead, it once again adds to the decline of this
country by helping women get out of the house.
I know that there are pockets of “churches” out
there that would give lip service to a woman being
the keeper at home, etc. But if they truly believe it,
they still deny it by teaching that it’s okay to have a
marriage license issued by the state prior to being
“married.” They can give lip service to Ephesians
Chapter 5, but when a marriage license is issued by
the state, it creates legally, a limited partnership.
This limited partnership also creates spiritual adultery, in that, a third party is added to the marriage.
The marriage license creates a limited partnership
with 1/3 the husband, 1/3 the wife, and the controlling interest the state which issues the license.
Marriage is an ordinance of God’s not the state’s.
Christ said, Whatsoever therefore God joins
together, let not man put asunder. Well, the simple
fact is, since 1848 in this country, God has stopped
joining and man has taken it over, thus making it
just as easy for man to put it asunder as it did to
join it.
You spoke of the humanist trying to do away with
the steeple. I don’t buy that. The steeple is the sign
of the humanist. Humanists are “church going” people.
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You very seldom see a self-avowed “humanist” that
does not attend the “church of his choice.” The history of the steeple is rich with the religion of
Freemasonry. It was the masons (bricklayers) that
built the buildings that house these so-called
“churches.” The steeple is their sign. What you are
doing by saying that it really means something
else, is exactly what the masons want. I quote for
you from Morals and Dogma, the official manual of
the 33rd Degree Mason (page 818-819):
[It is absurd to suppose that men of intellect
adored a monstrous idol called Baphomet, or recognized Mahomet as an inspired prophet. Their symbolism, invented ages before, to conceal what was
dangerous to avow, was of course misunderstood
by those who were not adepts, and to their enemies
seemed to be pantheistic. The calf of gold, made by
Aaron for the Israelites, was but one of the oxen
under the laver of bronze, and the Karobim on the
Propitiatory, misunderstood. The symbols of the
wise always become the idols of the ignorant multitude. What the Chiefs of the Order really believed
and taught, is indicated to the adepts by the hints
contained in the high Degrees of Free Masonry, and
by the symbols which only the Adepts understand.
[The Blue Degrees are but the outer court or portico
of the Temple. Part of the symbols are displayed
there to the Initiate, but he is intentionally misled
by false interpretations. It is not intended that he
shall understand them; but it is intended that he
shall imagine he understands them. Their true
explication is reserved for the Adepts, the Princes
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of Masonry. The whole body of the Royal and
Sacerdotal Art was hidden so carefully, centuries
since, in the High Degrees, as that it is even yet
impossible to solve many of the enigmas which they
contain. It is well enough for the mass of those
called Masons, to imagine that all is contained in
the Blue Degrees; and whoso attempts to undeceive
them will labor in vain, and without any true reward
violate his obligations as an Adept.
The same could be said about trying to undeceive
the members of the “church” of this country. The
“church” of this country operates completely outside the realm of Scripture for the practical applications of daily life. The extent of “christianity” in the
“churches” in America is: Don’t drink, don’t smoke,
don’t cuss, don’t commit adultery, and don’t go to
movies. The humanist is concerned with outward
appearances. The humanist is concerned with “making it through life” without any regard to what God
says about daily living. That is why the steeple is
very appropriate for these facilities. They teach a
government approved religion. It is interesting to
note that the normal daily lives of those who call
themselves “Christians” and those who call themselves “humanists” is basically the same. They are
born in the same hospitals, they both receive birth
certificates, they both have marriage licenses, they
both use banks, they both go into debt, they both
have insurance policies, they both participate in
schemes that tax labor, they both participate in
social security, they both have social security num-
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bers, they both attend government indoctrination
schools, they do everything the same. The only
thing they do differently is talk! They deny the Lord
Jesus of the New Testament in favor of the “coming
Jewish Messiah.”
Can you honestly tell me that you believe that someone can actually be born again, regenerated, and in
the kingdom of Christ and still teach and preach
that the reestablishing of temple sacrifices and the
rebuilding of the Jewish temple is part of God’s complete plan for the redemption of man? This is absolute blasphemy. You know very well that God’s plan
for the redemption of mankind was completed
2,000 (years) ago by the Lord Jesus Christ that
lived and walked on this earth AT THAT TIME. To
say that He is coming again to this earth to finish
something is to deny Him and what He did while He
was here. The times of man’s ignorance are over
with. The Scripture teaches plainly that ignorance is
no longer an excuse. While we are so concerned
with not being “judgemental,” we are truly adding
to the problem by giving these people further
excuses for staying ignorant.
I am not ashamed to say that the Bible is clear on
who belongs to Christ and who doesn’t. I didn’t
write the book, but I certainly can read it. For
instance, the Lord Jesus himself said in Revelation
3 that those that call themselves Jews and are not,
are of the synagogue of Satan. According to the
Scripture, who is a Jew? Is it an issue of the flesh?
Or is it, And if ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s
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seed, and heirs according to the promise? What
then should be said about people who continually
teach others that certain fleshly things make someone God’s chosen people? This whole teaching of
the Jews of Palestine being God’s chosen people is
the major part of Scofield’s garbage and is what
this whole futuristic teaching of the Bible centers
around.
This teaching that spews forth from the “churches”
of this country is part of a plan by Jewish conspirators called British Israelism that have had as their
goal for centuries, one-world government. They
have created this monstrous beast of organized religion for its own use and it has worked beautifully.
They have used man’s ignorance of the Scripture to
dupe him into accepting their false religion. The religions of the world have now worked effectively, like
busy bees, into bringing about one-world government. Of course, they think that the coming world
government will be ruled by Christ. But just like the
stupid masons, they have been duped. You and I
both know that Christ is not going to rule this
world, but yet, just try to convince one of these people that there will be no “millennium.” They will do
everything but come to blows with you.
This is a “church” that stands behind military intervention and the deaths of thousands if not millions
of people worldwide, who are no doubt completely
innocent of anything other than not falling for this
new world order garbage.
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The only thing that is keeping the complete and
utter demise of this country from falling completely
under U.N. authority are individuals like Hussein,
Khadafy, Arafat and others who will not join this
world alliance. Why do you think Hussein told Bush
that if he bombed Iraq, he would then bomb Israel?
Rest assured that the U. N. would consider it far
more harmful for Iraq to bomb Israel than it would
for Iraq to bomb Kuwait. The issue is that Hussein
and the others are not buying this God’s chosen people baloney and they have resisted it since 1948
and they will resist it unto death. In that regard,
Hussein has far more Biblical truth than 99% of the
“preachers” that occupy the pulpits in this country.
Hussein called Bush, Satan. According to Revelation
3, Hussein was right on target.
The “preterists” in this country believe that we are
in Christ’s kingdom now. What exactly does that
mean? If Christ is King, does that mean that we,
too, can disregard His teachings for daily living. At
least the Scofieldites say that they don’t have to
live right because Christ is a King to come. That is
their excuse. But what about the “kingdom now”
people? What excuse do they have for abandoning
the life-style that Christ demonstrated? If Christ is
King, then we should be having some of the same
problems that the early Christians had. For
instance, what was going on in Acts 17 when the disciples were accused of “turning the world upside
down?” It was said about them that they “all do contrary to the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is
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another King, one Jesus.” Of course, we could do
what the rest of the organized “church” would do.
As Thompson does, he notes in the margin of his reference Bible that these were False Accusations.
Does the context of the Scripture anywhere give us
an idea that this was a false accusation? I can’t find
any. But, speaking of false accusations. Look at
Luke 23. In verse two, the Scripture says that the
multitude arose and led Christ to Pilate and began
to accuse him saying, We found this fellow perverting the nation, and forbidding to give tribute to
Caesar, saying that he himself is Christ a King.
Once again, Thompson lists these verses under his
heading, False Accusations. Tis not so. There is no
Biblical context to say that these were false accusations. Compare this now to Luke 3:12-14. The tax
collectors came to John the Baptist and asked what
they had to do to be saved. His response was that
they would have to leave their jobs at the IRS.
Well, kind of. He told him that they had to be honest in their tax collection. In verse 14 he told the
soldiers that they were to do no violence to no man,
neither accuse any falsely. This, too, is listed in
Thompson’s false accusations section. But, there is
a major difference here. If you would simply look
up the definition of the word accuse here in verse
14, you will find that the Greek word here means to
accuse falsely. So, actually, to say accuse falsely in
the verse is somewhat overkill. My point is, though,
when God wants us to know about a false accusation, he tells us. We just can’t arbitrarily decide
what we think is a false accusation and what isn’t
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just because we don’t like the things that were said
about the Lord Jesus. You can further compare this
to Matthew 26 when the Scripture plainly says that
false witnesses were gathered against Christ. Here
there is a clear distinction.
My wife and I had intentions of coming to the meeting in Philadelphia last month. Probably the biggest
reason that I did not make the trip was because
when I read the list of speakers, my spirit was
dampened and the excitement almost instantaneously removed. I read the biographies of some of
the speakers which contained the phrases “licensed
to preach,” among others. Do you know what the
definition of license is? From Black’s Law
Dictionary: The permission by competent authority
to do an act which, otherwise without, would be illegal, a trespass, or a tort. Accepting a license to
preach is openly declaring that preaching is illegal,
a trespass, or a tort; therefore, permission must be
granted to do something that is wrong. The
“churches” in this country are ALL state licensed
and incorporated by the states in which they operate. I have included a copy of a Supreme Court decision regarding corporations for you to read. While
the entire decision needs to be read, what is paramount and basically sums up the decision can be
found on page 665 on the right hand side of the
page. This is what I tried to talk to you about a
while back. I am not talking about “church corporations” as in “corporal, physical, etc.,” I’m talking
about “church corporations” as they relate to state
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laws. Note the words in the bottom paragraph, It is
presumed to be incorporated for the benefit of the
public. It receives certain special privileges and
franchises, and holds them subject to the laws of
the state and the limitations of its charter. Its powers are limited by law...
There you have the summation of the “church” in
America. It is presumed to be incorporated for the
benefit of the public. (And it's powers are LIMITED
BY LAW...)
Is the church (the true church) public? Absolutely
not! The true church of the Lord Jesus Christ is as
private as you can get. Only those individuals who
accept the Lord Jesus Christ into their lives as Lord
and King are in the church.
But what does the state mean? Have you ever
heard of court decisions that have been handed
down ruling against “churches” in matters such as
hiring and firing of workers? For instance, a few
years ago a Tulsa “church” was sued in Oklahoma
by a queer who was fired from the school staff once
it became public knowledge that the man was a
queer. The “church” even practiced the biblical
teachings on church discipline before it fired the
man. But, the man who sued the “church” won the
lawsuit and received damages from the “church.”
Why? Because the “church” was incorporated by the
state of Oklahoma and was presumed to be incorporated for the benefit of the public. Official public policy in this country states that homosexuality is an
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accepted alternate life-style. Therefore, it is illegal
to discriminate against someone because of their
sexual orientation. Now had this “church” been unincorporated, this would never have even been a case
because the courts do not have jurisdiction over
unincorporated churches. Evidence this by what happened years ago in Nebraska to Everett Sileven, pastor of Faith Baptist “Church” in Lewisville,
Nebraska. Sileven would not take a state license to
operate his “church” school. While in the judges
chambers, Sileven tried to reason with the judge
that the state had no jurisdiction in the matter whatsoever and that the First Amendment to the
Constitution guaranteed him that the state could
not prohibit the free exercise of religion. Sileven
tried to tell the judge that the “church” belonged to
Jesus Christ and that was the reason why he could
not take a state license for his “church.” At that
point, the judge pulled out the court documents and
read them to Sileven. It said, The State of Nebraska
versus Faith Baptist Church, a Nebraska
Corporation. Whose “corporation?” Case closed.
There is no law that says that a “church” must
incorporate. So why do these “churches” incorporate?
It receives certain special privileges and franchises,
and holds them subject to the laws of the state and
the limitations of its charter.
What are the “special privileges and franchises”
that the corporation receives? For the “church” it is
tax-deductible gifts and tax-exempt status. As long
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as the “church” stays out of “politics” (...Its rights
to act as a corporation are only preserved to it so
long as it obeys the laws of its creation) then it can
continue to flourish and prosper from the taxdeductible gifts of its followers. A few years ago, a
Baptist college in South Carolina was stripped of its
501(C)3 status by the IRS. Why? Because it would
not allow its black and white students to date each
other. How could this “church issue” possibly end
up in a government squabble? Bob Jones University
is a South Carolina corporation and it must act like
one and stop discriminating or it will be punished by
its creator, the state.
Why don’t the “churches” in this country tackle this
Jew issue? Do you think that they would be stripped
of their tax exempt status? How many of these
“churches” would continue to exist if their followers
were denied the ability to write their gifts off on
their “taxes?” Is it because the “church” through
their government bought and paid for “pastors” has
convinced their followers that the “church” should
not get involved in “politics?” Seems to me that the
“church” cannot be remotely separated from “politics.” “Politics” simply means “the study of policy.”
Policy is the way of life. It is the manner in which
we conduct our daily affairs. It is the determinating
factor in the way we do business. How can the
“church” be separated from “politics?” Once again,
the answer is simple. The “politics” of the “church”
is relegated to clean speech (no cussing), proper
grooming (cleanliness is next to godliness), no movies (although I think even this has been dropped
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from their agenda), no drinking (that is beer, wine,
etc., although they somehow try to convince their
followers that Christ turned the water into grape
juice — yet they will guzzle such man-made contaminates as Coke, Pepsi, et.al.), you must tithe,
you must render unto Caesar, and above all, OBEY
THE LAWS OF THE LAND (even though they are completely clueless as to what the law is).
The “church” in this country has nothing but detrimental cultural value in this country. It has well
done its part to bring about the collapse of this
country and has gone far to aid and abet in the loss
of rights that the people in this country once had.
It's time to start calling it like the Bible does. The
Lord Jesus never once let ignorance stand without
trying to correct it. The Lord Jesus never stood by
and let error prevail. In order for Him to even
acknowledge that the ignorance of man had a place
in society, it was done while He hung on a cross.
Yet that was only permitted so that Scripture could
be fulfilled.
Believe it or not, I still have so much more to say,
but I will, however, close for now and eagerly await
your thoughts concerning what I have written to
you today.
Sincerely Because Christ is King NOW!!!
This letter more than covers the corporate “church.”
I think it is evident from the points that I have
brought out that it is no wonder things are so
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messed up. Over and over throughout the
Scriptures the people are warned about following
the leaders blindly. Isaiah warned that the leaders
of this people have caused them to err, and they
that are led of them are destroyed. It is interesting
to note that on Sunday the "church" decides to officially be a "church." On "Sunday" the "church" is
created with Christ as her "head." Then on Monday,
the "pastor" goes down to an attorney to help him
get “official.”
The Hale versus Henkel Supreme Court decision
that I referred to in the preceding letter states that
“...The corporation is a creature of the state... “
How can this be reconciled with Christ being the
“head” when the “law” says that the State is THE
CREATOR of the “church” corporation? What happens is no different for the “church body” than it is
for the individuals that make it up — Christ is
“Lord” on Sunday — but the people belong to the
State Monday through Saturday!
I have discussed the “corporate church” in the U.S.
and tried to shine a light on it exposing its use by
the One Worlders. But this really doesn’t go deep
enough to where the root of the issue is.
In another booklet titled, Which Law for You? - I go
into greater detail explaining that the English word
“church” should not even be used in an English
Bible. In Tyndale’s translation of the Bible, he
refused to translate the Greek word ecclesia as
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“church.” He said that the word “church” was the
“establishment’s word.” I believe this as well.
The Greek word ecclesia means “a called out
Christian community of believers.” Called out from
what? Called out from the “governments of men”
and into the Kingdom of Christ. Called out from the
domain of darkness and into the dominion of Christ
who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of
kings, and Lord of lords;
I am amazed at how many people who claim to be
the followers of Christ scoff at the word Theocracy.
They ridicule anyone who would even mention that
this is the form of “Government” that God would
have for His people. And, on the other hand, they
promote Democracy - and even worse - Republican
Democracy. A Democracy is more clearly defined as
the mob rules. A Republican Democracy is better
understood to be the law of the mob rules.
The clear teaching of the Scripture FOR GOD’S
PEOPLE is that they should be ruled ONLY by King
Jesus. The husband / father is to lead his family
within the community based on the Laws of God and
the principles found within the Scripture. The
Kingdom or Government of Jesus is rooted on the
local, community level. This stands in direct opposition to the domain of darkness - which seeks universal, global control of every living breathing creature that inhabits the earth. Joshua made this clear
when he stated:
“Now therefore fear the LORD, and serve him
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in sincerity and in truth: and put away the
gods which your fathers served on the other
side of the flood, and in Egypt; and serve ye
the LORD. And if it seem evil unto you to
serve the LORD, choose you this day whom
ye will serve; whether the gods which your
fathers served that [were] on the other side
of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in
whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my
house, we will serve the LORD. And the people answered and said, God forbid that we
should forsake the LORD, to serve other
gods;” 46
I have tried to show for those that call Christ King
that simply saying those words is not the answer
for the problems that plague us today.
Christ is King NOW and as such He is the Supreme
Sovereign over all. His words are the words that we
live by. Everything that was done from Creation to
the Taking Away of the Old Covenant at A.D. 70 was
done for one central purpose — THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF CHRIST.
Everything in Scripture, Old and New, points to this
time. We live in the absolute greatest time in the
history of man. It is such a shame that men have
wasted their presence here on earth waiting.
Waiting for something that was given 2,000 years
ago. The enemy realized that the gospel of the true
Kingdom of Christ was the only thing that stood in
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its way. An all-out assault was undertaken years
ago and has continued until it has virtually replaced
the truth of the Kingdom of Our Great God and King
- Jesus Christ, Yashua the Messiah, The Lamb of
God, THE KING OF KINGS!

Conclusion
While it may appear that I have given the reader
too much too soon, or as it was told to me in a letter that I received today about releasing an atomic
bomb of information; it is my firm belief that I haven't released anything that has not been preached
for already.
We are living in a time when the world is crazy. The
world is in desperate need of being turned upside
down. It is in need of serious repair. For the last
hundred years in particular, the world has been bombarded with the teaching that someday some messiah would return on a white horse and miraculously
cure the world's woes.
While everyone has been sitting around waiting for
this day, the enemy has had a field day in wreaking
havoc on the people. All of this has occurred while
the people have called Him King.
Everyone calls Him King! I am only saying that if
you call Him King — then act like it. What could be
too much about that?
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I have identified who attacked the gospel, I have
shown why, and now I am just appealing to you who
claim Him as King, to just walk in His ways. His
ways are Just. His ways are Pure. His ways are
Perfect! Why would anyone not want to walk in His
ways?
We have all been deceived into thinking that we
were born into a "Christian" nation, therefore living
and walking in the ways of this country is fulfilling
the Christian life.
Hopefully, you have seen that this is another Great
Hoax. While I feel that The Religion of the New
World Order, that is the future rapture of the
Church and subsequent Great Tribulation period and
Millennial Reign of Christ on the Earth, is The
Religion of the New World Order; I want you to realize that this had to first be accomplished in order to
place the true Kingdom of Christ out of the reach of
man, and into man's future. The hoax that has been
perpetrated and propagated is one that seems to be
a never ending web of deceit and lies.
Because of this, the life-style that we have all been
raised in has been built on lies and the foundation
required for life in the Kingdom of Christ has been
completely destroyed in this civilization.
We are now at a point of time in history that can be
likened to the time where David said,
“If the foundations be destroyed, what can
the righteous do?” 48
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This is exactly where we are. We must be
determined to rebuild the foundations. We
must begin walking in the ways of the
Kingdom now! So many of the "rebuilders"
that are talking these days tell everyone to
be sure and "get your ducks in a row" before
you take any steps. I do not buy into that philosophy! Delay. Delay. Delay. These are the
rules and teachings of the world. The
Scripture says,
“Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a
new creature, old things are passed away;
behold, all things are become new...” 49
And,
“...today is the day of salvation...” 50
Those principles are every bit as valid today as they
were 2,000 years ago.
“As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus
the Lord, so WALK YE IN HIM: Rooted and
built up in him, and stablished in the faith, as
ye have been taught, abounding therein with
thanksgiving.” 51
What I have tried to get you to see is that for the
true believer in Christ, there is NO government but
CHRIST'S. There are Christians in America who are
waking up and are trying to "change" things but
they are still tied to the idea that the U.S. “government” and the U.S. Constitution are to be revered
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and held in some esteem in obedience to the
Scriptures. These things are simply added points to
the pincer. For the believer, there is NO government
but CHRIST'S!
Many of these people that hold these ideas fly
American flags in their churches and stand and
proudly recite the Pledge of Allegiance. Come on —
pledge means swear! Christ told His followers,
those that would live in His Kingdom by His rules
and commandments,
“...SWEAR NOT AT ALL!” 52
James wrote in James 5,
“...Above all things, brethren, SWEAR NOT AT
ALL!”
James said SWEAR NOT AT ALL. He said ABOVE ALL
THINGS.... What was he trying to say? Was this an
important aspect of Kingdom living, or was it a nonissue? It was certainly important, and to James, it
must have been the most important thing...ABOVE
ALL THINGS, BRETHREN, SWEAR NOT!
What about Allegiance? Webster's 1828 Dictionary
says Allegiance means The tie or obligation of a subject to his Prince or government; the duty of fidelity
to a king, government of state. Every native or citizen owes allegiance to the government under which
he is born. This is called natural or implied allegiance, which arises from the connection of a person with the society in which he is born, and his
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duty to be a faithful subject, independent of any
express promise. Express allegiance, is that obligation which proceeds from an express promise, or
oath, of fidelity.
Black's Law Dictionary says that an oath of allegiance is an oath by which a person promises and
binds himself to bear true allegiance to a particular
sovereign or government.
In light of these definitions, and in light of the very
words of Christ in instructing His followers NOT TO
SWEAR OATHS, would somebody please tell me how
someone that claims that Christ is their King, could
stand and "Pledge Allegiance to the flag, and to the
Republic for which it stands.......?"
I get it, it finishes up by saying, “One nation, under
God,...” that's what makes it good. What if that
pledge said, “One world, under God,...?”
Does swearing oaths to other governments have
anything to do with NOT HAVING ANY OTHER GODS
(SOVEREIGNS) BEFORE ME?
Where did people first learn to say this pledge? Was
it in the government school? Recently a man was
telling me that the way to change things was to get
"christians" elected to school boards. My response
to that was again that we have flawed thinking as it
relates to the Kingdom.
If you call yourself a Christian, then who is responsible for the education of your children? I have to
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believe that the following principle is still good for
today. In Deuteronomy 6, God tells Israel what they
were to do with their children —
“Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one
LORD: And thou shalt love the LORD thy God
with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy might. And these words, which I
command thee this day, shall be in thine
heart: And thou shalt teach them diligently
unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thine house, and when
thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest
down, and when thou risest up...”
So what does that mean for sending your children
off to “government” indoctrination classes for eight
hours a day?
Is there some 8 to 10 hours of missing time where
Christ said it was okay to let someone else do the
teaching and training of your children?
For some, who are opposed to sending their children off to the battlefields of the “government”
schools, they have opted for the “christian schools.”
This being the case, all they have done is opt for
the lesser of two evils. God told YOU to teach your
children — not someone else! God didn't tell you to
send them off to “christian school” somewhere and
let them do it! God told YOU to teach your children.
The experiences that I have had with “christian
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schools” has led me to realize that in many cases,
all they are is reform schools for the public school
flunkies. The “christian school” tuition tends to be a
lot less than other private schools, so when a child
gets booted from the free “government” school,
they end up in the cheapest of private schools —
the “christian school.” (To get booted from a “government” school, you have to be really bad!) That
means that the state loses thousands of federal dollars — something that they don't like to give up easily!
But what if home-schooling is against the law in
your state?
Conformity to the Kingdom of Christ appears to be
non-conformity to the non-governments of the
world. Then so be it.
But what if you don't think you can do it?
“There hath NO temptation taken you but
such as is common to man: but God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted
above that ye are able; but will with the
temptation, also make a way of escape that
ye may be able to bear it.” 53
The temptation is to send your kids off and let someone “more qualified” do the teaching. But God is
faithful and will provide a way for you to accomplish
his purpose in your life and in the lives of your children. Our children are the only chance that we have
to do any rebuilding of the foundations. This will
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not be a popular statement, but - it would be better
to have your child as dumb as a box of rocks - (as
far as the world is concerned) - but living in obedience to the will of God - than it would be for them
to be the most “educated” that the world has to
offer - and be outside the will of God.
I believe that this country (as of 1787) was officially never a Christian nation, I do believe that
there were people who came here that did in fact
proclaim that they had NO KING BUT JESUS. (Incidentally, these were also the same people that
rebelled against the Constitutional Convention.)
It was the foundation - the people that lived on this
continent in the 1500s, the 1600s and the early
1700s - that gave this land whatever Christian roots
that it may have had.
I believe that for a short period of time in the history of life on this continent, a man could actually
have lived according to the Kingdom of Christ, without any fear of persecution from “government.” This
is what we need to strive to give to our children and
our grandchildren. The only way that we can possibly bring this about is to teach our children day and
54
night concerning Kingdom living.
Our children must know that the systems and nongovernments of this world demand obedience from
their subjects that requires disobedience to the
KING OF KINGS. If we teach our children according
to Deuteronomy Chapter 6's blueprint, then we
must take comfort in the Proverbs teaching of —
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“Train up a child in the way he should go, and
when he is old he will not depart from it.” 55
So many times I have heard people tell me that
those were just "pie in the sky" words. Why would
they say such a thing? Because they lost their kids!
Their kids didn't turn out the way they wanted.
Well, if it is done God's way and according to the
Kingdom of Christ, then those "pie in the sky"
teachings will bear fruit.
But as long as we continually live in rebellion
against the Kingdom of Christ, we will see our children turn away from us and towards the source of
their education. Lead a child in the way he should
go AND HE WILL FOLLOW. The words of God are
true and shall never pass away.
Let's stop blaming God for our failures and start
identifying our own inadequacies as the source of
the failure and begin to do something about it.
Not only do we need to start keeping our children
home — but we need to start having more of them!
Children that is! Children are an heritage of the
Lord....blessed is the man whose quiver is full of
them! Psalm 127.
“(A Song of degrees for Solomon.) Except the
LORD build the house, they labour in vain
that build it: except the LORD keep the city,
the watchman waketh but in vain.
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It is vain for you to rise up early, to sit up
late, to eat the bread of sorrows: for so he
giveth his beloved sleep.
Lo, children are an heritage of the LORD: and
the fruit of the womb is his reward.
As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man;
so are children of the youth.
Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of
them: they shall not be ashamed, but they
shall speak with the enemies in the gate.”
At the rate the world is killing their babies — if
believers were being obedient to the very first
words that God spoke to man, 56 we could see some
real impact made for the Kingdom of Christ. Just by
nothing else but us having more numbers than they
have!
But our problem is that most “christians” have 2.5
children like the rest of the world, but rather than
bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the
Lord — we send our children off for government
indoctrination in the ways and philosophies of the
world — and then we sit back and wonder why we
lose our children. This is not a difficult thing to figure out! KEEP YOUR CHILDREN HOME!
Talk about sheltering our kids and wanting them not
to be social misfits is a lie! It is a cheap cop out
that relieves the consciences of religious people
who know down deep that they are truly doing the
wrong thing with their children.
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People tell me all the time that they "can't afford to
have any more children." Well, when you live in the
cities, that may well be true. Children actually
become liabilities. So what do we do about that?
Change the place you live! Go to a place where children become ASSETS instead of liabilities. To the
farm! Everyone talks about "taking back the land."
Are they talking about concrete land — or the soil
that God created for man to toil on and provide for
his family from?
A lady recently told me that it was okay for us to
have a king because God gave one to the Israelites.
Tis true. But God begged and pleaded with them not
to do it.
I believe that we have now come full circle to where
we should be. The true Kingdom of Christ can be
paralleled to where the Israelites were before they
asked for a king like everyone else. Before Saul,
they had God alone. This is where we should be. We
HAVE NO KING BUT CHRIST.
Lastly, one of the biggest reasons that we have lost
any chance of gaining truth is because of our love
of money. The love of money has hindered us from
doing what we were told to do first — Seek the
Kingdom of God.
Because "Christians" have been so busy conforming
to this world, we don't have time to Seek the
Kingdom. That's one of the reasons why this "putting off" or delaying of the Kingdom is so popular.
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“Christians" are so busy paying off their debts, that
the husband has no time to study, the wife is working, too, and the children are rushed off for their
daily doses of indoctrination classes for the New
World Order at either the public or the "christian"
school. They both teach the same things, your child
is just a little less likely to fall victim to a homicidal
gunman at the "christian school."
While "christians" are supposed to be walking in
LIFE with Christ as their King, they are hopelessly
bound and chained to this world's system. While
they claim LIFE in Christ, they have MORTGAGES
for their dwellings. Anybody ever tell you what that
word meant? Well, the prefix, mort means death
and the combining word gage means pledge. So
here we have "christians" living their lives with
death pledges. Is this walking in the Light? Is this
the abundant LIFE that Jesus spoke of ?
Exactly what did He mean when He told His followers that man could not serve two masters? Was He
thinking about the Proverb that says,
“The borrower is servant to the lender...?
Does God know anything? When Paul told those
striving to live in the ways of the Kingdom in
Romans 13:8 to:
“Owe no man anything....”
— could he actually have been referring to the
teachings of Christ? Surely not, Paul, the teachings
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of Christ are for a period sometime after the Great
Tribulation period!
Entering into entanglements with this world and its
system sets off a chain reaction of things that
builds a huge web that is not easily removed. What
I am hoping to accomplish in this book, is to help
the reader understand that living in conformity to
the Kingdom of Christ means living a life of obedience and subjection to Him in every single aspect of
life; every single breath that you take. Every single
word that you speak. Everything that we do and say
needs to conform to His Kingdom — NOW!
This is not grievous - this is what brings life - and
what will pass a foundation of life and freedom in
Christ to our children and their children. This is the
answer for everything that causes problems in society.
Why can’t people see that the Laws of God bring
LIFE - not death? In the book of Psalms we see “I delight to do thy will, O my God: yea, thy
law is within my heart.”
“Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest, O
LORD, and teachest him out of thy law;”
“Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy law.”
“Give me understanding, and I shall keep thy
law; yea, I shall observe it with my whole
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heart.”
“Let thy mercies come also unto me, O LORD,
even thy salvation, according to thy word.
So shall I have wherewith to answer him that
reproacheth me: for I trust in thy word.
And take not the word of truth utterly out of
my mouth; for I have hoped in thy judgments.
So shall I keep thy law continually for ever
and ever.
And I will walk at liberty: for I seek thy precepts.
I will speak of thy testimonies also before
kings, and will not be ashamed.
And I will delight myself in thy commandments, which I have loved.
My hands also will I lift up unto thy commandments, which I have loved; and I will
meditate in thy statutes.”
“The proud have had me greatly in derision:
yet have I not declined from thy law.”
“Horror hath taken hold upon me because of
the wicked that forsake thy law.”
“Let thy tender mercies come unto me, that I
may live: for thy law is my delight.”
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“O how love I thy law! it is my meditation all
the day.”
“I hate vain thoughts: but thy law do I love.”
“Thy righteousness is an everlasting righteousness, and thy law is the truth.”
“It is time for thee, LORD, to work: for
they have made void thy law.”
We, as a people cannot claim the last statement
because we have traded God’s Law for man’s law.
Somehow we have the idea that God’s Laws are
bad, inferior, and that man’s laws are what God
expects His people to submit to.
We have allowed “preachers” so-called to twist the
Scriptures to OUR destruction. Romans 13 has been
used to convince people that God is telling His people to submit to men’s laws - even when those laws
are diametrically opposed to His.
Romans 13 cannot be understood without first
understanding Romans 12. Romans 12 is about the
offices of the ecclesia of God. Romans 13 is a continuation of Romans 12 and is discussing the
Government of God in the communities of believers.
For more documentation, see the Commentary on
Romans 12 and 13. 57
I will close with the following — these words are not
new. This is not the result of some new revelation,
or prophecy because there is no new revelation or
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prophecy! All is fulfilled.
Men have taught the gospel of the Kingdom of
Christ for over 4,000 years! The men in the Old
Testament preached it according to their future, the
men in the New Testament preached it according to
their future. When it finally came in fulfillment of
their prophecies concerning A.D. 70, men have
taught it and walked it throughout all time since.
The true gospel of the Kingdom of Christ has always
found its way to the hearts of receptive men, in
spite of all the attacks that it has been besieged
with!
The gospel of the Kingdom of Christ will spread
when ONE man will allow Christ’ reign in His life.
His family will see it and follow. His neighbors will
see it and follow.
Will you be that ONE man?
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